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CHAPTER 172
The Highway Traffic Act
1.-(1) In this Act,
1. "built-up area" mC<"1ns the territory contiguous to a
highway not within a city, town, village or police
village where,
I.

not less than 50 per cent of the frontage upon
one side of the highway for a distance of not
less than 600 feet is occupied by dwellings.
buildings used for business purposes, schools
or churches, or

11.

not less than 50 per cent of the frontage upon
both sides of tbe highway for a distance of not
less than 300 feet is occupied by dwellings,
buildings used for business purposes, schools
or churches, or
not more than 600 feet of the highway separates
any territory described in subparagraph i or ii
from any other territory described in subpara·
graph i or ii,

JIl.

and signs are displayed as required by the regulations;
RS.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 1 (1), d. (a); 1953, c. 46, s. 1;
1954, c. 35, s. 1.

2. "chauffeur" means any person who operates a motor
vehicle and receives compensation therefor;
3. "commercial motor vehicle" means any motor vehicle
having permanently attached thereto a truck or
delivery body and includes ambulances, hearses,
casket wagons, fire apparatus, police patrols, motor
buses and tractors used {or hauling purposes on the
highways;
4. "crosswalk" means,
I.

that part of a highway at an intersection that is
included within the connections of the lateral
lines of the sidewalks on opposite sides of the
highway measured from the curbs or, in the
absence of curbs, front the edges of the road·
way, or

Int.e,.pre·
tatlon
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any portion of a roadway at an intersection or
elsewhere distinctly indicated for pedestrian
crossing by signs or by lines or other markings
on the surface; R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 1 (I),
d,. (b·d).

S. "Department" means the Department of Transport;
1958,c.36,s.1 (1).
6. "farm tractor" means a self-propelled vehicle desigHed and used primarily as a farm implement for
drawing ploughs, mowing·machines and other implements of husbandry and not designed or used for
carrying a load;
7. "Fund" means the Unsatisfied Judgment Fund
established under Part XI II;

8. "garngc" means every place or premises where motor
vehicles are received for housing, storage or repairs
for compensation;
9. "gross weight" means the combined weight of vehicle
and load;
10. "highway" includes a common and public highway,
street, avenue, parkway, driveway, square, place,
bridge, viaduct or trestle, designed and intended for,
or used by, the general public for the passage of
vehicles;
11. "intersection" means the area embraced within the
prolongation or conncction of the lateral curb lines or,
if none, then of the lateral boundary lines of two or
more highways that join one another at an angle,
whether or not one highway crosses the other;
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, ,.1 (1), d,. (I·k).

n.s.c.

c.l71

1960.

12. "King's Highway" includes the secondary highways
and tertiary ro.1.ds designated under The Highway
ImprlYi1cmcnt Act; 1960, c. 45, s. 1.
13. "Minister" means the Minister of Transport; 1958,
c. 36, s. 1 (2).
14. "motorcycle" mcans a self-propelled vehicle having
a scat or saddle for the use of the driver and designed
to travel on not more than thrce wheels in contact
with the ground, and includes a bicycle with a motor
attached and a motor scooter; 1951, c. 34, s. 1.
15. "motor vehicle" includes an automobile, motorcycle,
and any other vehicle propelled or driven othenvise
than by muscular power; but does not include the

Sec. 1 (1) y25
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cars of electric or steam railways, or other motor
vehicles running only upon rails, or a traction engine,
farm tractor, self-propelled implement of husbandry
or road-building machine within the meaning of this
Act; R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 1 (I), d. (m); 1958,
c. 36, s. 1 (3).
16. "official sign" means a sign approved by the Department;

17. "operator" means any person other than a chauffeur
who operates a motor vehicle on a highway;
18. "peace officer" includes a mayor, warden, reeve,
sheriff, deputy sheriff, sheriff's officer, justice of the
peace, jailer or kecperof a prison, and a police officer,
constable, bailiff, or other person employed for the
preservation and maintenance of the public peace,
or for the service or execution of civil process, or any
officer appointed for enforcing or carrying out the
provisions of this Act;

19. "public vehicle" has the same mealllng as
Public Vehicles Act;

III

The

20. "Registrar" means the Registrar of Motor Vehicles
appointed undcr this Act;
21. "regulations" means thc regulations made under this

Act;
22. "road-building machinc" means a self-propelled
vehicle dcsigned and used primarily in connection
with the building or maintaining of highways and not
designed or used for carrying a load; R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, s. 1 (1), cis. (n-t).

23. "roadway" mcans the part of the highway that is
improved, designed or ordinarily used for vehicular
traffic, but docs not include the shoulder, and, where
a highway:includes two or more separate roadways,
the term "roadway" refers to anyone roadway
separately and not to all of the roadways collectivcly; 1958, c. 36, s. 1 (4), part.
24. "safety glass" means any product composed of glass
so manufactured, fabricated or treated as sub·
stantially to prevent shattering and flying of the glass
when struck or brokcn, or such other or similar
product as may be approved by the Department;
25. "solid tires" means all tires other than pncumatic
tires; R.S.O. 1950,c. 167,s.1 (I),cls. (u,v).

R.S.O. 1960.

c.337
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26. "through highway" means any highway O( part of
a highway designated as such by the Minister or
by by·bw of a municipality approved by the Depart·

menl, and every such highway shall be marked by
a stop sign or yield right-of.way sign in compliance
with the regulations of the Department; 1957, c. 44,
s. I, part.
27. "trailer" me..'lns any vchicle that is at any time
drawn upon a highway by a Illotor vchicle. e.xcept an
implement of husbandry, another molor vehicle or
any device or apparatus not designed to transport
persons or property. temporarily drawn, propelled,
or moved upon such highway, and except a side car
attached to :l motorcycle, and shall be considered a
separate vehicle and not part of the motor vehicle
by which it is drawn; R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 1 (1),
d. (u); 1956,c. 29,s. 1.
28. "urban area" means the territory contiguous to a
highway not within a city, town, village, police
villat"e or built-up area that is occupied by dwellings,
buildings used for business purposes, schools or
churches at intervals of less than 100 feet for a
dista:lce of a quarter of a mile or more and that is
marked by signs displayed as required by the reg~
Illations; 1958, c. 36, s. 1 (4). part.
29. "vehicle" includes a motor vehicle, trailer, traction
engine, farm tractor, road-building machine and
any vehicle drawn, propelled, or driven by any kind
of power, including muscular power, but not includ~
ing the cars of electric or steam railways running only
upon rails. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. I (I), cl. (~).
SlUIpelllllon

or cancellation Qr
licence or
permit

(2) Where in this Act the Minister or a magistrate or
other official i~ authorized or directed to suspend Or cancel the
licence or permit of any person, and such person is the holder
of both a licence and a permit issued under this Act, every
such authority extends to both licence and permit and every
such direction may in the discretion of the Minister, magistrate or other officer be made to apply to both licel1ce and
permit. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 1 (2).

PART I
ADMINISTRATION

:~u:''''o~nd
Department

2. Where by this Act powers are conferred or duties are
imposed upon the Dep.1.rtment, such powers may be exercised
and such duties dischnrgcd by the Minister. 1951, c. 34, s. 2.

Sec. 6 (I)
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3.-(1) There shall be a Registrar of Motor Vehicles :,}e~~\r:[
appointed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council. R.S.O. Vehiclea
1950, c. 167, s. 2 (1).
(2) The Registrar shall act under the instructions of the
Minister and Deputy Minister and has general supervision
over all matters relating to highway traffic within Ontario,
and shall perform such duties as are assigned to him by this
Act, by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, or by the Minister
or Deputy Minister. RS.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 2. (2); 1958,
c. 36, s. 2.

Dutle$

(3) The Minister may authorize the Registrar to exercise Poelegatl,m
and discharge in his place any of the powers conferred or the Registrar
duties imposed upon him under this Act. 1951, c. 34, s. 3.

4. There shall be a Deputy Registrar appointed by the R:&,~~rat
Lieutenant Governor in Council who shall have all the powers
and may perform all the duties of the Registrar. 1958,
c. 36. s. 3.
is. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regula· ~f~~tlGn8
tions.
Ca) providing for the pc.yment of fees for the issue,
renewal, replacement or transfer of permits, licences
and number plates under this Act and prescribing the
amount of such fees;
(b) providing for the payment of fees for copies of or
access to any writing, paper or document filed in the
Department pursuant to this Act or any statement
containing information from the records of the
Department and prescribing the amount of such fees.

1957,c. 44, s. 2; 1958,c. 36, s. 3.
PART II
REGISTRATION

AND

I'ERMITS

0.-(1) The owner of every motor vehicle or trailer shall :}~~I~tra
register it with the Department before driving or operating ~ht'~le8
or causing it to be driven or operated upon a highway and
shall pay to the Department a fcc for the registration of such
motor vehicle or trailer, and for the number plates therefor
and, on failure to do so, is liable, for the first offence to a nne
of not less than $10 and not more than $50; for the second
offence to a fine of not less than $20 and not more than $100,
and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a
period of not more than thirty days; and for any subsequent
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offence to a fine of not less than $50 and not more than $200,
and is also liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than
thirty days.
Permltll for

(2) The Department shall issue for each motor vehicle or
trailer so registered a numbered permit stating that the motor'
vehicle or trailer is registered in accordance with this Act, and
shall cause the name of the owner, his address and the number
of his permit. to be entered in a book to be kept for that
purpose. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 3 (1, 2).

MInIster
may T'llruee

(3) The Minister may, in his discretion, refuse to accept
the registration of, or cancel any permit issued for, any motor
vehicle or trailer that is to be used or is used,

veblclee

to aooept
registration
or cancel
permIt
R.S.O. 1960,

(4) as a public vehicle within the meaning of Tht Public

R.B.O. 1960.

Vehit:ksAct;or
(b) as a public commercial vehicle within the meaning of
The Public Commercial Vehides Act,

o. S37

0.319

unless the owner of such motor vehicle or trailer is in possession
of an operating licence as required by such Acts. 1953,
c. 46,s. 2.
Lo~1

la8uanoo
of mawr

veblcle

permlta

AdmlnL9tratlon of

declara-

tlOlUj and

amdavlte

(4) The Minister may give authority to any person to issue
permits for motor vehicles and may define the duties and
powers of such person, and, where the salary is not otherwise
provided, may authorh:e and fix the fee to be retained by the
person so authorized for each permit issued.
(5) Declarations or affidavits in connection with the issu*
ance of permits and licences under this Act or required by the
Department in that regard may be taken before any person
having authority to administer oaths or before any person
specially authorized for that purpose by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council, but any person so specially authorized
shall not charge any fee therefor.

Regula-

(6) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regula·
tions regarding the renewal and transfer of such permits, the
payment of fees therefor, the amount and time of payment of
such fees, and also the registration and operation of motor
vehicles or trailers owned by manufacturers or dealers and not
kept by them for private usc. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 3 (3-5).

Penalty rOT

7.-(1) Every person who knowingly makes any false
statement of fact in any application, declaration, affidavit or
paper*writing required by this Act or by the regulations or by
the Department, in addition to any other penalty or punishment to which he may be liable, is liable, for the first offence
to a fine of not less than 520 and not more than Sloo, and in
addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period

tions ra
reglstratlon

raise state·
ment
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of not more than thirty days; and for any subsequent offence
to a fine of not less than S50 and not more than S200 and is
also liable to imprisonment for a term of not morc than thirty

days, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended
for a period of not morc than six months.
167, s. 4 (1); 1954, c. 35, s. 2.

R.S.O. 1950, c.

(2) Where an owner changes his address as given under ~h~~~ ~~
subsection 2 of section 6, he shaH within six days send by Ilddresa
registered mail or causc to be filed in the Department his
change of address, and every subsequent change of address,
and on failure to do so is liable, for the first offence to a fine
of not less than $10 and not morc than $50; for the second
offence to a fine of not less than $20 and not morc than Sloo,
and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a
period of not more than thirty days; and for any subsequent
offence to a fine of not less than $50 and not more than $200
and is also liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than
thirty days, and in addition his licence or permit may be
suspended for a period of not more than six months.
(3) No permit shall be issued for a motor vehicle where the ~~~t:r6llrlal
manufacturer's serial number or similar identifying mark has obliterated
been obliterated or defaced until the owner has filed with the
Department satisfactory proof of the ownership of the vehicle,
and, if known, the reason for the obliteration or defacement,
and. if satisfied as to the statements made. the Minister may
grant permission to cut, impress, emboss, or attach permanently to the vehicle a special identification number or mark
which thereafter shall be deemed sufficient for the purpose of
registration of the vehicle. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 4 (2, 3).

8.-(1) Every motor vehicle other than a motorcycle, ~~~ber
while being driven on a highway, shall have attached to and
exposed on the front and back thereof, in a conspicuous position, a number plate furnished by the Department showing in
plain figures the number of the permit issued for the current
year.
R.S.O. 1950; c. 167, s. 5 (1); 1951, c. 34, s. 4 (1).
.

.

(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of Ponalty
subsection 1 is liable, for the first olTcnce to a fine of not more
than $50; for the second offence to a fine of not less than $20
and not more than S1oo, and in addition his licence or permit
may be suspended for a period of not more than thirty days;
and for any subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $50
and not more titan $200, and is also liable to imprisonment for
a term of not more than thirty days, and in addition his liccnce
or permit may be suspended for a period of not marc than six
months.
(3) The number plate on the frOllt shall be as far forward r.:.'~t:~ or
and as high from the ground as may be neccS&"\ry to rcnder it plate
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distinctly visible. and the number plate on the back shall be so
placed that the lower edge thereof shaH not be lower than the
body of the motor vehicle; provided that this subsection, so far

as it relates to the position of the number plate on the back
shall not apply to motor trucks or other motor vehicles for the
delivery of goods.
Penalty

(4) Every person who contravencs any of the provisions of
subsection 3 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $5 and not morc than S10; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $10 and not morc than $25; and for any
subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $25 and not more
than S50, and in addition his licence or permit may be sus·
pended for a period of not more than sixty days. R.S.O.
1950, 0.167, ,. 5 (2-4).

Number

(5) A motorcycle while being driven on a highway shall
have exposed on the front and back thereof a number plate
furnished by the Department showing in plain figures, not less
than two inches in height, the number of the permit of such
motorcycle, and the number plate on the front shall show the
number of the permit issued for the current year on both sides
and shall be fixed so that the number is plainly visible from
either side of the motorcycle. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 5 (5);
1951. c. 34. s. 4 (2).

plakl on

motor.
cycle

I\""r

nllmber

plate on

trailer

Penalty

VlolutJona
M '0

number
plate8

(6) Every trailer while being drawn on a highway shall
have exposed on the back thereof, in a conspicuous position, a
number plate furnished by the Department showing in plain
figures the number of the permit issued for the current year.
(7) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 5 or 6 is liable, for the fifflt offence to a fille of not
less than S5 and not more than S10; for the second offence
to a fine of not less than S10 and not Illore than S25; and for
any subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $25 and not
more than 850, and in addition his licence or permit may he
suspended for a period of not more than sixty days. R.S.O.
1950,0.167.,.5(6,7).
9.-(1) Every person who,
(a) defaces or alters any number plate furnished by the

Department;
(b)

uses or permits the use of a defaced or altered number
plate or a number plate issued by the Department for
another motor vehicle or trailer;

(c) without the authority of the owner rellloves a number
plate from a motor vehicle or trailer;

Sec. 10 (3)
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(d) uses or pcnnits the use of any number plate upon a
motor vehicle or trailer except the onc issued by the
Department for the motor vehicle or trailer; or
(e)

does not, within six days, forward a notice on the
prescribed Conn to the Departmcn t of the sale or
purchase by or to him of a motor vehicle or trailer
for which a permit has been issued,

is liable, for the first offence to a fille of not less than $10 and

not morc than $50; for the second offence to a fine of not Jess
than $20 and not more than $100, and in addition his licence
or permit may be suspended for a period of not more than
thirty days; and for any subsequent offence to a fine of not

less than $50 and not morc tl:an $200 and is also liable to
imprisonment for a term of not more than thirty days, and in
addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a term of
not more than six months.

(2) Every number platc furni~hed by thc Departmcnt under ~~:ebe~ lle
this Act is the property of the .Crown and shall be rcturned gr~r;rn
to the Department when required by the Department, and
any person failing to so return the number platc without rcas·
onablc excuse is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not
morc than $5; for the second offence to a fine of not less
than $5 and not more than $10; :lnd for any subsequent offence
to Q finc of not Icss than $10 and not more than $25, and in
addition his licence or permit may be suspended (or a period
of not more than thirty days, :lnd thc Minister may also for
such failure rcfuse to issue a licence or permit to such person.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 6.
10.-(1) No number other than that upon the number plate ~:.:~:to
furnished by the Department shall be exposed on any part o( be e:r.poeed
a motor vehicle or trailer in such a position or manner as to
confuse the identity of the number plate.

(2) Every perso~ who contravcnes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of 1I0t more
than $5; for the secolld offcnce to a fine of not less than $5 and
not more than $10; and for any subsequcnt offence to a fine
of not less than $10 and not more than $25, and in addition
his licence or pcnnit may be suspended for a period of not more
than thirty days.

Penalty

(3) The number plates shall be kept free from dirt and ~u~~~to
obstruction and shall be so affixed that the numbers thereon dean
may be at all times plainly visiblc, and the view thereof shall
not be obscured or obstructed by sparc tires, bumper bars, or
by any part of the motor vehicle or trailer or att."lchments
thereto. or by the load carried.
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(4) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 3 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $5 and not more than $10; for the second offence to a

ItIGHWAY TRAFFIC
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fine of not less than S10 and not morc than S25; and for any
subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $25 and not more
than $50, and in addition his licence or permit may be sus.
pcnded for a period of not more than sixty days. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 7.
ImpTOPOr

numbor

plntes

Exceptlona

~.,

realdenl.8

or other

ptovlnOOlil

Exooptlons

~"
rellidenta

or foreign

countries

Regulations

11. A peace officer who has reason to believe that a motor
vehicle or trailer is carrying number plates that were not
issued for it, or which although issued for it were obtained by
false pretenses, may take possession of such number plates and
retain them until the facts as to the carrying of such number
plates have been determined. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 8.
12.-(1) Sections 6 and 8 and subsection 1 of section 10
do not apply to a motor vehicle owned by a person who does
not reside or carryon business in Ontario for more than six
consecutive months in each year, if the owner thereof is a
resident of some other province of Canada, and has complied
with the provisions of the law of the province in which he
resides as to registration of a motor vehicle and the display
of thc registration number thereon, and provided the province
of residence grants similar exemptions and privileges with
respect to motor vehicles registered under the laws of and
owned by residents of Ontario.

(2) Sections 6 and 8 and subsection 1 of section 10 do not
apply to a motor vchicle owned by a person who does not
reside or carryon business in Ontario for more than three
months ill any onc year if the owner thereof is a resident of a
country or state that grants similar exemptions and privileges
with respect to motor vehicles registered under the laws of and
owned by residents of Ontario and has complied with the
provisions of the law of the country or state in which he re·
sides as to registration of a motor vehicle and the display of
registration plates thereon; but this subsection does not apply
to commercial motor vehicles.
(3) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations providing for the temporary exemption from registration
of commercial vehicles or vehicles used by non-rcsidents doing
business in Ontario. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 9.
PART III
LICENCES
OPERATOR, CHAUFFEUR, DRIVING INSTRUCOOR

~J:n~or'8

13.-(1) No person other than one holding a chauffeur's
licence shall operate or drive a motor vehicle on a highway

Sec. 14 (4)
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unless he holds an operator's licence issued to him under this
section, and no person who is the owner or in possession or
control of a motor vehicle shall permit any person who is not

the holder of a chauffeur's or operator's licence to operate or
drive the motor vehicle.
(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than S10 and not more than $50; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $20 and not more than S100; and for any
subsequent offence to a fine of not less than S50 and not more
than $200 and is also liable to imprisonment for a term of not
more than thirty days.

Penalty

(3) Operators' licences may be issued by the Minister to ;:r~~or
such persons for such times and upon such terms and condi·
tions and subject to such regulations and restrictions as the
Lieutenant Governor in Council may prescribe. R.S.O. 1950,
c.167,s.75.
(4) The holder of an operator's licence shall submit to :;~mlnatlon
such examination in respect of the operation of a motor vehicle
as and when required by the Minister and upon completing
such examination his licence may be confirmed, suspended,
cancelled or re·issued in accordance with subsection 3. 1960,
c. 45,8. 19.

14.:-(1) Every operator of a motor vehicle shall carry ~~~Inll
his licence with him at all times while he is in charge of a ~~~~I~t~rid
motor vehicle and shall produce it when demanded by a on demand
constable or by an officer appointed for carrying out the pro·
visiollsof this Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 76 (1).
(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not more
than $5; for the second offence to a fine of not less than S5 and
not more than S10; and for any subsequent offence to a fine
of not less than S10 and not more than $25, and in addition
his licence or permit may be suspended for a period of not
more than thirty days. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 76 (2); 1951,
c. 34, s. 9.

Penalty

(3) A person convicted of an olTence under this Act, if he ~{fJ~~~on
holds an operator's licence, shall forthwith produce his licence
for the purpose of endorsement.
(4) Every person who contravencs any of thc provisions of
subsection 3 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $5 and not more than $ 10; for the second offcnce to a
fine of not less than S10 and not more than $25 j and for allY
subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $25 and not more

Ponnlty
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than $50, and in addition his licence or permit may be sus.
pcnded for a period of not morc than sixty days.
1950,c.167,5.76(3,4).
Eumptlon
118

to non-

rl,llJident8

R.S.O.

15. Sections 13 and 16 and any regulations made thereunder do not apply to residents of the other provinces of Canada who do not reside or carry all business in Ontario for morc
than six consecutive months in any Olle year, nor to residents
of other countries or states who do not reside in Ontario fOr
more than three months in anyone year, provided such persons
have complied with the provisions of the law of the province,
country or state in which they reside as to the licensing of
motOr vehicle operators or chauffeurs. R.5.0. 1950, c. 167,
s. 78; 1958, c. 36, s. 20.

Chauffeur',.

16.-(1) No person shall operate or drive a motor vehicle
on a highway as a chauffeur unless he is licensed so to do, and
no person shall employ anyone to drive a motor vchicle who is
not a licensed chauffeur.

Pennlty

(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $10 and not more than $50; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $20 and not more than $100, and in addi·
tion his liccnce or permit may be suspended for a period of
not more than thirty days; and for any subsequent offence
to a fine of not less than $50 and not more than $200 and is
also liable to imprisonment for a tcrm of not more than thirty
days, and in addition his liccnce or permit may be suspended
for a period of not more than six months.

Terma or
licence

(3) Chauffeurs' licences may be issued by the Minister to
such persons fOT such time and upon such terms and subject
to such regulations and restrictions as the Lieutenant Governor in Council may prescribe. R.5.0. 1950, c. 167, s. 21 (1-3).

Certlfica1.6

(4) A licence shall not be issued to a chauffeur unless he
files with the Department certific"\tes that he is a fit and proper
person to be so licensed, having regard to his character, physical fitness, ability to drive and knowledge of the rules of the
road, and one of such certificates touching the applicant's
character shall be furnished by the clerk, chief constable or
magistrate of the municipality in which the appliwnt resides,
and one other certificate touching the applic1.nt's physical fitness, ability to drive and knowledge or the rules of the roarl
shall be furnished by an examiner appointed for that purpose
by the Minister and residing in the municipality in which the
applicant resides. 1<.5.0. 1950, c. 167, s. 21 (4); 1953, c. 46,

Iloence

~,m

examIner
and chIef

constable

or munIcipality

s.6.
Chief con·
lItable mllY
delegate

authority

undeTllub·
IJectlon '!l

(5) The chief constable of a municipality may authorize
allY constable on the police force of the municipality to furnish
certificates under subsection 4. 1958, c. 36, s. 7.
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(6) If there is no such examiner residing in the municipality, ~~~;;':-~n~jln
the certificate may be signed by the examiner residing in the municipality
municipality nearest to that in which the applicant resides.

(7) Before a person is appointed an examiner, he shall pass ~~~mlnl_
such an c-"<amination or furnish such evidence of his qualifications as the Minister may require. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 21
(5,6).
(8) The holder of a chauffeur's licence shaH submit to such ~;mjnatlon
examination in respect of the operation of a motor vehicle
as and when required by the Minister and upon completing
such examination his licence may be confirmed, suspended,
cancelled or fe-issued in accordance with subsection 3. 1960,
c. 45, s. 8.

17.-(1) Every chauffeur shall carry his chauffeur's licence ~n~~~n
with him at all times while he is in charge of a motor vehicle
and shall produce it when demanded by a constable or by an
officer appointed for carrying out the provisions of this Act.
R.S.C. 1950, c. 167, s. 23 (1), amended.
(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not more
than $5; for the second offence to a fine of not less than S5
and not more than SIO; and for any subsequent offence to a
fine of not less than S10 and not more than $25, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period of
not more than thirty days.

Penalty

(3) A person convicted of an offence under this Act if he ~fft~~~~n
holds a chauffeur's licence shall forthwith produce the licence
for the purpose of endorsemen t.
(4) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 3 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than S5 and not more than S1O; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than S10 and not more than $25; and for any
subsequent offence to a fine of not Jess than $25 and not more
than $50, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period of not more than sixty days. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 23 (2-4).

Penalty

18.-(1) No person under the age of sixteen years shall ~:~~~'1'6
drive or operate a motor vehicle or farm tractor on a highway. prohibited
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 52 (1); 1953, c. 46. s. 13 (1).
(2) No person shall employ or permit anyone under the ~~f~~~
age of sixteen years to drive or operate a malar vehicle or farm ~~IJ:~16
tractor on a highway. H..S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 52 (2); 1953, prohlblt«1
c. 46, s. 13 (2).
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(3) Subsections 1 and 2 do not apply in respect of the
driving or operating of a farm tractor directly across a highway.

Penalty

(4) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 or 2 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not
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less than $5 and not morc than S10; for the second offence
to a fine of not less than SID and not morc than S25; and for
any subsequent offence to a fine of not less than S25 and not
more than $50. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 52 (3,4).
Prohibition

as to loUlne
or hiring

10.-(1) No person shall hire or let for hire a motor vehicle
unless the person by whom the motor vehicle is to be driven
is a person licensed to drive a motor vehicle as required by
this Act.
- .

Non·
resident'e

(2) Subsection 1 does not apply to a resident of any other
province of Canada who does not reside or carry on business in
Ontario for more than six consecutive months in anyone year
or to a resident of a country or state that grants similarexemptions and privileges to residents of Ontario, who does not
reside in Ontario for more than three consecutive months in
anyone year, provided such person is the holder of a chauffeur's or operator's licence issued. by the province, country or
state in which he resides.
,

Productlon

(3) Every person, whether a resident of Ontario or not,
hiring a motor vehicle shall produce his operator's or chauf·
feur's licence for the inspection of the person from whom the
vehicle is being hired.

lIoenO&

or lloonoe

when htrinll:

motor

veblole

Penalty

(4) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less,
than $5 and not more than 510; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $10 and not more than $25; and (or any
subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $25 and not more
than S50, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period of not more than sixty days. R.S.O.
1950,c.167,s.5J.

Suepellelon

20. Subject to section 22, the licence of a person who is
convicted of an offence under section 222 of the Crimir.al Code
(Canada) is thereupon and hereby suspended for a period of,

rordrlvlng

while
Intoillcated.
1953-54,
o. til (Can.)

(a) upon the first offence, six months, but where injury
to or the death of any person or damage to property'
occurred in connection with the offence, one year;
(b) upon any subsequent offence, one year, but where

injury to or the death of any person or damage to
property occurred in connection with the offence,
two years;

Sec. 22 (3)
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provided that, if an order is made under subsection I of section ~~~1t~"1I.)
225 of the Criminal Code (Canada) prohibiting a person from
driving a motor vehicle for any longer period, the licence shall
remain suspended during such longer period. 1955, c. 29,
s. 9; 1956, c. 29, s. 11; 1957, c. 44,s. 10.

21. Subject to section 22, the licence of a person who is ~ollr8~~~"
convicted of an offence under subscction 1 of section 221 or Y''::lI:l~lJ~ty
section 223 of the Criminal Code (Canada) is thereupon and P
hereby suspended for a period of,
(a) upon the first offence, three months, but where injury

to or the de."1th of any person or damage to property
occurred in connection with the offence, six months;
(b) upon any subsequent offence, six months, but where
injury to or the death of any person or damage to
property occurred in connection with the offence, one
year;

provided that, if an order is made under subsection 1 of
section 225 of the Criminal Code (Canada) prohibiting a
person from driving a motor vehicle for any longer period,
the licence shall remain suspended during such longer period.
1958, c. 36, s. 15.
22.-(1) Where the licence of a person is suspended for a U'.:~~ot~
period of one year under clause a of section 20 or of six months
under clause a of section 21 by reason only of damage to
property in connection with the offence, the magistrate may,
if in his opinion the licence is essential to the licensee in carry·
ing on the occupation by which he earns his living, recom·
mend to the Minister that a restricted licence be issued to
such person and upon such recommendation the Minister
may issue a restricted licence to such person subject to such
conditions as he may deem proper. 1957, c. 44, s. 11, part;
1958, c. 36, ,.16 (1).

(2) Notwithstanding sections 13 and 16, a restricted licence ~~t';jci~
issued under subsection 1 authorizes the person to whom llcence
it is issued to operate or drive a motor vehicle for the last
six-month period of the suspension under clause a of section 20
or for the last three-month period of the suspension under
clause a of section 21, as the case may be. 1957, c. 44, s. II,
part; 1958, c. 36, s. 16 (2).
(3) Every person to whom a restricted licence is issued who
operates or drives a motor vehicle in contravention of the
conditions of the licence is guilty of an offence and liable to a
fine of not less than $25 and not more than $100, and in addition the licence shall be cancelled. 1957, c. 44, s. 11, part.

Penalty
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Endorse-

23.-(1) The judge, magistrate or justice of the peace by
whom a perSOll is convicted of a contravention of this Act or
of the Crimi lUll Code (Canada) involving the use of a motor
vehicle shall cause prtrticulars of the conviction to be endorsed
on the chauffeur's licence or operator's licence, as the case
may be, and, if the licence or permit is suspended by the judge.
magistrate or justice of the peace or by the operation of this
Act, shall take and forward to the Registrar such licence or
permit. 1957, c, 44, s. 5.

ment Qr

conviction
on licence
1!l53-64,

0.51 (Can.)
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Endoraement to be
prim%ele
evidence

(2) Any such endorsement signed by the convicting justice
is prima facie evidence of such conviction. RS.O. 1950,
c. 167, s. 24 (2).

When

24. A magistrate or justice of the peace by whom a person
is convicted of a contravention of this Act, if the person con·
victed is required to hold an operator's licence or a chauffeur's
licence and does not hold such licence, may declare him disqualified to hold such a licence for such time as the magistrate
or justice of the peace thinks fit and shall so report with the
certificate of the conviction to the Minister. RS.O. 1950,
c.167,ss. 22, 77.

chauffeur
may be diBQualified

:aOn~:1

to

fl~~C:: ~~d
,.,prohiblt
dr vlng

R.S.O. 1900.
337, 319

co.

25.-(1) The Minister may, at any time for misconduct or
contravention of the provisions of this Act, The Public Vehicles
Act or The PUblic Commerc£al Vehides Act or of any regulation
thereunder by an owner, operator or chauffeur of a motor
vehicle or for any reason that he may deem sufficient, suspend
or cancel any permit or licence, and no further or other licence
or permit shall be issued to such owner, operator or chauffeur
during such suspension or, in the case of a cancellation, until
the Minister approves, and the Minister may also for such
misconduct or contravention or reason prohibit any person
from driving a motor vehicle for such period as he may deem
advisable and every such person who drives a motor vehicle
during the prohibited period is liable to a fine of not more than
$500. RS.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 25 (1); 1953, c. 46, s. 7.

Unla"'ful
po_IOn
of permit

(2) Every person whose permit has been suspended or
cancelled and who, while prohibited from having a motor
vehicle registered in his name, applies for or procures the issue
to him or has in his possession a permit issued to him is liable
to a fine of not less than $25 and not more than $100 and to
imprisonment (or a term of 1I0t more than thirty days. RS.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 25 (2); 1958, c. 36, s. 8.

UlIlawful
p03SellSloll
ofllcenoe

(3) Every person whose licence has been suspended or
cancelled and who, while prohibited (rom driving a motor
vehicle, applies for or procures the issue to him or has in his
possession a licence is liable to a fine of not less than $25 and

Sec. 31 (I)
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not more than $100 and to imprisonment for a term of not
more than thirty days. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 25 (3).
20. Every person who operates a motor vehicle the permit ~~~nn~or
for which is under suspension or has been cancelled is ;:~::;~~~~~n
liable, for a first offence to a fine of not less than $25 pendel10r
and not morc than $100 and is also liable to imprison- oanoe ,d
ment for a term of not more than thirty days; and for any
subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $100 and not morc
than $500 and is also liable to imprisonment for a term of
not more than six months. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 68 (1);
1956, c. 29, 5.14.
27. Where by or under the provisions of this Act a permit ~~~~
or licence is suspended and the person to whom the suspension whr':nsrtor
applies is not the holder of a permit or licence, as the case may
!r(:tmce
. euepended
be, such person shal1 be deemed for all the purposes of tillS doero not
hold permit
. or ,.Icence, as t IIe case may b e, or
Act to be a person w hose permit
licence
has been suspended. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 69.

28. If a person
appeal against his
cial responsibility
apply unless the

whose licence has been suspended enters an ~~8~g:~(t
conviction and there is filed proof of finanunder section Ill, the suspension does not
conviction is sustained on appeal. 1957,

c.44,s.14.pari.
20. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make ~o~~te~~~tem
regulations providing for a demerit point system for drivers
of motor vehicles and under such system may provide for the
cancellation and suspension of licences and may require the
attendance of any driver before any official of the Department
to show cause why his licence should not be cancelled or suspended. 1958, c. 36, s. 26.

30.-(1) In this section, "driving instructor" means a ~t~~~t,r
person who teaches persons to operate motor vehicles and
receives compensation therefor.
(2) The Lieutenant Govemor in Council may make regula- Regulatlone
tions licensing, regulating and governing driving instructors
and the teaching of persons toopcrate motor vehicles.
(3) Where there is a conflict between this section and the ~~t~~~
regulations and a by-law of a municipal councilor board of ~:_\~~ end
police commissioners regulating or governing driving instructors, this Act and the regulations prevail. 1958, c. 36, s. 27.
PART IV
GARAGE

AND

STORAGE

LICENCES

31.-(1) No person shall store or deal in motor vehicles, ~~~~: eto..
or conduct what is known as a garage business, p'Irking sta- lIcenoea
tion, parking lot or used car lot or the wrecking or dismantling
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of vehicles without having been licensed so to do by the Department in respect of each separate premises used by him
for the purpose of such business. but this section does

not apply to a temporary parking lot that is being operated
for a period of not more than two consecutive weeks. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 26 (1); 1960, c. 45, s. 9 (1).

(2) The fce for the licence shall be such as may be fixed
from time to time by the Lieutenant Governor in Council on
the recommendation of the Minister. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
,. 26 (2).
Penalty ror

oonduotlng

buelneee

without

IIcen08

RIght

or

entry and

lneptlctlon

(3) Every person who stores or deals in motor vehicles or
conducts a garage business, parking station, parking lot or
used car lot or the wrecking or dismantling of vehicles without
a licence is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less than
S10 and not more than $50; for the second or any subsequent
offence to a fine of not less than S50 and not more than $200,
and for the third or any subsequent offence is also liable to
imprisonment for a term of not more than three months.
R.S.O. 1950. c. 167, s. 26 (3); 1960. c. 45. ,. 9 (2).
(4) Any constable or any officer appointed for carrying out
the provisions of this Part may enter into any place where
motor vehicles or bicycles are stored or dealt in, or into any
garage. parking station, parking lot or used car lot or premises
used for the wrecking or dismantling of vehicles required to
be licensed, and make such investigation and inspection as he
thinks proper. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167. s. 26 (4); 1960, c. 45, s. 9
(3).

Penalty ror
(5) Every person who obstructs, molests or interferes with
rerence
any such constable or officer in the performance of his duty

Inter.

under subsection 4 is liable, for the first offence to a fint of not
Jess than $25 and not more than $100; for the second offence
to a fine of not less than S100 and not more than $300; and for
any subsequent offence to a fine of not Jess than $300 and not
more than $500 and is also liable to imprisonment for a term
of not more than six months. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 26.(5).
~~~~~
:r8~~.:n.

Ro~llltione

(6) The Minister may suspend or cancel the licence issued
for a garage business, parking station, parking lot or used car
Jot or premises used for the wrecking or dismantling of vehicles
for misconduct or for non-eompliance with or infraction of
any of the provisions of this Act or of the regulations by the
holder of such licence or by any of his employees or for any
other reason appearing to him to be sufficient. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, ,. 26 (6); 1960. c. 45, s. 9 (4).
(7) The Lieutenant Governor in Council, upon the recom·
mendation of the Minister, may make regulations controlling
and governing the conduct of a garage business, parking sta·

Sec. 33 (1)
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tion, parking lot or used car lot or the wrecking or dismantling
of vehicles. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 26 (7); 1960, c. 45, s. 9 (5).

32.-(1) All persons who buy, sell, wreck or otherwise=~,:_or
deal in second·hand motor vehicles or bicycles shall keep a e:g~l8I
correct record of all motor vehicles and bicycles bought, sold bOI'tIgh~,
or wrecked and of such information as will enable such motor 80 • 0 ~.
vehicles and bicycles to be readily identified, and shall transmit within six days to the Department, on forms furnished by
the Department, a sta.tcmcnt of each motor vehicle bought,
sold or wrecked by them and such information with reference
thereto as may be required by the Department.
Prohlhl~lon
( 2) No person shall buy , sell , wreck or otherwise deal with IW
to buyIng
any motor vehicle or bicycle where the manufacturer's serial ;::::"'~r
number or similar identifying mark has been obliterated or obliterated
defaced or is not readily recognizable.
(3) No person shall deface or remove the manufacturer's ~~r:flnr
serial number or identHying mark from a motor vehicle or number
from the engine thereof or from a bicycle.
(4) Where any motor vehicle is placed in the possession ~:t~~\~ent
of a person who repairs, buys, sells, wrecks or stores motor ::o~d~
vehicles or conducts what is known as a garage business, park- parked
iog station, parking lot or used car lot and the same remains
in his possession for more than two weeks without good reason,
such person shall forthwith, upon the expiration of such
period of two weeks, make a report thereof to the Department.
(5) If a motor vehicle that shows evidence of having been r:~~1W to
involved in a serious accident or having been struck by a bullet ~a~k~3t+
is brought into a garage, parking station, parking lot, used car
CRill
lot or repair shop, the person in charge of the garage, parking
station, parking lot, used car lot or repair shop shall forthwith
report the same to the nearest provincial or municipal police
officer, giving the name and address of the owner or operator
and also the permit number and a description of the vehicle.
(6) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of Penalty
this section is liable. for the first offence to a line of not less
than S10 and not more than S50; for the second offcnce to a
fine of not less than $20 and not more than $100; and for any
subsequent offence to a finc of not less th"n SSO and not more
than $200 and is also liable to imprisonment for a term of not
more than thirty days. R.S.O.19S0,c.167,s.27.
PART V
EQUIPMENT

33.-(1) When on a highway at any time from one-half Lamps
hour aftcr sunset to one-half hour before sunrise, every motor
vehicle shall carry three lighted lamps in a conspicuous posi-
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tion, onc all each side of the front which shall cast a white.
green or amber coloured light only, and onc on the back of
the vehicle which shall cast from its face a red light only,

except in the atse of a motorcycle without a side car,
which shall carry one lamp on the lront which shall cast a
white light only and one on the back of the vchicle which shall
cast from its face a red light only, and any lamp 50 used shall
be clearly visible at a distance of at least 500 feet from the
front or rear, as the case may be.
netlector

Tl\q"lred
on new
motor

vehicles

(2) No person shall sell, ofTer or expose for sale a new motor
vchicle manufactured after the 1st day of January, 1962, other
than a commercial motor vehicle, unless there is affixed to the
rear thereof and placed in such a position as to reflect the light
from the headlarnps of a motor vehicle approaching from the
rear a red reflector approved by the Department, or red
reflectivc material covcring a surface of not less than 16 square
inches.

Driving
lights

(3) Lamps on the front of a motor vehicle shall be so constructed, located, arranged and adjusted that when lighted
as required by subsection 1 they produce under normal
atmospheric conditions and on a level road a driving light
sufficient to render clearly discernible to the operator of the
motor vehicle any person or vehicle all the highway within a
distance of 300 feet ahead of the motor vehicle.

streets

Lighted

(4) Subsection 3 docs not apply to a motor vehicle parked on
a highway and subsections 1, 6, 9 and 10 do not apply to a
motor vehicle parked on a highway upon which the speed limit
is not greater than 30 miles per hour and which is so lighted
by thc means of any system of street or highway lighting that
the vehicle is c1carly discernible within a distance of 20ll feet.

Strength of

(5) No motor vehicle shall carryon the front thcreof more
than four lighted [amps that project a beam having an intensity of ovcr 300 candle-power.

Clearaneo

(6) When on a highway at any time from one-half hour
after sunset to one·!mlf hour before sunrise, every commercial
motor vehicle and every trailer having a width at any part in
excess of 80 inches shall carry, in addition to the lamps required by subsection 1, two clearance lamps, onc of which
shall be located at the front of the vehicle and shall di~play a
green or amber light, and the othcr of which shall be located
at the rcar or thc vehicle and shall display a red light, and the
Department may by regulation permit a rcflector, approved
by the Department, to be displayed in lieu of a clearance
lamp on the rear of a vehicle, and any lamp or rcflector so
used shall be clearly visible at a distance of at Ic.."1st 500 feet
from the front or rear, as the case may be, and shall bc affixed
within six inches of the extreme left side of the vehicle.

front lamps

lamps

requIred

on wide

vehicles
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(7) No person shall sell, offer or expose for sale a new motor ~~to~rMW
vehicle manufactured after the 1st day of January, 1961, ;e~:<:le11
other than a commercial motor vehicle, having a width in
lnchu
excess of 80 inches unless it is equipped with clearance lamps :lth~~t
. su bsection
. 6.
clearanoe
as prcscn·bed In
lamps

ro

prohlbi~6d

(8) Every person who contravenes subsection 2 or 7 is
liable to a fine of not Jess than S50 and not morc than $300.

Penally

(9) When all a highway outside a city, town or village at ~~"nnt~~
any time from one-half hour after sunset to one-half hour
before sunrise, every commercial motor vehicle Or combination of a commercial motor vehicle and a trailer having a length
in excess of 30 feet or a width in excess of 80 inches shall carry
three lamps displaying green or amber lights at the front,except
in the case of a public vehicle which shall display amber lights
at the front, and three lamps displaying red lights at the rear
and the lights of each colour sha.!l be evenly placed not less than
six nor more than twelve inches apart along a horizontal line
as near the top of the commercial motor vehicle or combination
of a commercial motor vehide and a trailer as the permanent
structure permits and shall be visible for distances of 500 feet
from the front and rear respectively of the commercial motor
vehicle or combination of a commercial motor vehide and a
trailer.
(10) When on a highway outside a city. town or village at ~~~ker
any time from one half-hour after sunset to one-half hour lamps
before sunrise, every motor vehide or combination of vehicles
having a length in excess of 20 feet shall carry not less than
four side marker lamps, one of which shall be located on each
side of the vehicle or combination of vehicles near the front
and shall display a green or amber light and one of which
shall be located all each side of the vehicle or combination
of vehicles near the rear and shall display a red light and each
of which lights shall be visible for a distance of 500 feet from
the side of the vehicle or combination of vehicles upon which
it is located; provided that a vehide or combination of vehides
may carry four reflectors approved by the Department in lieu
of the side marker lamps required by this section; and provided further that, if the clearance lamps upon the left side
of any vehicle or combination of vehicles display lights visible
for a distance of 500 feet from the left side of thc vehiclc or
combination of vehicles, it is not necessary to carry side marker
lamps as required by this subsection on the left side of the
vehicle.
(11) Every person who contravenes subsection 1, 3, 5, 6, Penalty
9 or 10 is liable. for the first offcncc to a fine of not more than
$5; for the second offence to a fine of not less than $5 and not
morc than SID; and for any subsequent offence tl) a fine of
not less than SID and not lIlore than $25, and ill addilion his
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licence or permit may be suspended (or a period of not more
than sixty days.
Rod Illilht

In rrant

(12) In the case of an ambulance. fire or police department
vehicle or public utility emergency vehicle, the lamps on the
front may cast a red light only or such other colour of light
as may be designated by a by-law of the municipality in
which the vehicle is operated, approved by the Department,
but no other motor vehicle shall carryon the front thereof
any lamp that casts a rcd light.

~gl~l~i:O~f
(13) A volunteer fire fighter under The Fire Departments
tiro t111btel'll Act may carryon his motor vehicle a lamp not exceeding
1960, 4 inches in diameter displaying an amber light showing the
letters "V.F.F.". which lamps shall be illuminated only when
such motor vehicle is proceeding to a firc or other emergency
and no other motor vehicle shall carry any such lamp.

:.-·r.2·

Blt::y"le8

,,'

trloychlll,
llght6 on,

et",

(14) When on a highway at any time from onc-half hour
aftcr sunset to one·half hour before sunrise, every bicycle or
tricycle shall carryon the front thereof a white or amber
lighted lamp and on the back thereof a red lighted lamp or
reRector approved by the Department, and in addition there
shall be placed on the front forks thcreof white reRective
material, and on the back thereof red reRective material
covering a surface of not less than ten inches in length and one
inch in width.

ponalty

(15) Every person who contravenes subsection 14 is liable,
for the first oRence to a fine of not more than $5; for the
second offence to a fine of not less than S5 and not mOre than
S10; and for any subsequent offence to a fine of not less than
810 and not more than $25.

e,enful~r:te

(16) The lamp on the back of a motor vehicle or trailer
shall be of at least three candle-power and shall be so placed
that it will illuminate at any time from one-half hour after
sunset to onc-half hour before sunrise the numbers on the
number plate, or, if provision is made on the number plate
or on any attachment furnished or required by the Department for affixing such lamp, it shall be affixed in the position
or space provided, and such lamp shall face to the rear and
reRect on the number plate a white light only.

numbor
plato

Parklnll

llllht6

(11) A motor vehicle, other than a commercial motor
vehicle, while standing upon a highway at such times as lights
are required by this section for the vehicle may, in lieu of the
lighting equipment specified in this section, show oae Jight
carried on the left side of the vehicle in such a manner as to
be clearly visible to the front and rear for a distance of at
least 200 feet and to show white to the front and red to the
rear of the vehicle; provided that such light shall not be displayccl while the motor vehicle is in motion,

Sc<:. 33 (23)
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(18) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regula- ~org:i;~Q~
~ns,

on~l~

(a) prescribing the type and maximum strength of lights
that shall be carried by vehiclcs. and regulating the
location, direction, focus and usc of such lights;
(b) regulating or prohibiting the usc of lights on vehicles

that automatic..'\lIy produce intermittent flashes of

light.
(19) No motor vehicle shall be equipped with more than SpotlamPfl
onc sJXltlamp and every lighted spotlamp shall be so directed,
upon approaching or upon the apprO<1.ch of another vehicle,
that no part of the high intensity portion of the beam from
such lamp will be directed to the left of the prolongation of the
extreme left side, nor morc than 100 feet ahead. of the vehicle
to which it is attached.
(20) Every traction engine shall, at any time from one- ~=I~
half hour after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise, carry a on engine
lamp in a conspicuous place in front which shall cast a white
or green light only and one on the rear of the engine or of
any vehicle that may be attached to it which shall cast from
its face a red light only.
(21) When on a highway at any time from one-half hour ~~~~to~n
after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise, every trailer and trailer. etc.
every object or contrivance drawn by a vehicle shall carry
on the back thereof one lighted lamp which shall cast from
its face a red light only.
(22) When on a highway at any time from one-half hour ~~tfe%:n
after sunset to one-half hour before sunrisc, every vehicle, ~~~~~:r:-~I!ll
and every object or contrivance drawn by a vehicle, having a fver~6
width at any part in excess or 96 inchcs, shall carry at the 1~(l~·1:lth
rear two lamps displaying red lights or two red reflectors, one
of which shall be affixed as nearly as possible to the extreme
left side and one as nearly as possible to the cxtreme right side
of the vehicle, and such lamps or reflectors shall be clearly
visible at a distance of at 1C<'lst 500 feet from the rear of the
vehicle.
(23) Every person who contravenes subsection 16, 17, 19,1'(lnalty
20, 21 or 22 or the rcgulations madc under subsection 18 is
Iiablc, for the first offence to a fine of not less than S5 and not
more than S10; for thc second offcnce to a fine of not less
than SIO and not more than $25; and for any subsequent
offence to a fine of not less than $25 and not more than $50,
and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a
period of not more than sixty days.
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Lights on

(24) Subject to subsection 26, every vehide other than a
motor vehicle or a bicycle or tricycle, when on a highway at
any time from one·half hour after sunset to one-half hour

all vehlclell
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before sunrise, shall carry in a conspicuous position on the
left side thereof a lighted lamp showing white to the front and
red to the rcar or a lighted lamp showing white to the front
and a lighted lamp showing red to the rcar. and any lamp so
used shall be dearly visible at a distance of at least 500 feet

from the front and from the rear of the vehicle.
Lights

farm

on

trnctol'1l

-

(25) Every farm tractor and every self-propelled unit of
farm equipment or implement of husbandry equipped with
an electric lighting system, when on a highway at any time
from one half-hour after sunset to one-haIf hour before sun·
rise, shall carry the lighted lamps required for motor vehicles
under subsection 1.

Refteetol'll
In certain

(26) The Department may by regulation permit a reflector
approved by the Department to be displayed in lieu of a
lighted lamp on vehicles commonly used for conveying flammable materials or vehicles that are structurally unsuitable
for carrying lighted lamps.

Penalty

(21) Every person who contravenes subsection 24 or 25 is
liable, for the first offence to a fine of not more than $5; for
the second offence to a fine of not less than $5 and Dot more
than $10; and for any subsequent offence to a fine of not less
than SID and not more than $25.

Signalllng
devices
required on

(28) No pern>n shall seII a new motor vehicle, other than
a motorcycle, unless it is equipped with mechanical or elec·
trical signalling devices that comply with subsections 4 and 5
of section 69.

new motor

vehicles

Signalllng
dcvlOOB

required on
trucks,
bU5C3,

etc.

(29) Every motor vehicle or combination of motor vehicle
and trailer having a width at any part in excess of 80 inches
or having a length in c.xcess of 20 feet shall be equipped with
mechanical or electrical signalling devices that comply with
subsections 4 and 5 of section 69. 1960, c. 45, s. 2.

or IIghl.8

VilIlblUty

(30) Where any light is required by any provision of this
Act to be visible for a specified distance, such requirement shall
be deemed to apply during the times indicated in such provision upon level ground and under normal atmospheric
conditions. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 1 (3).

V<lhlclce
with rlRM

34. Every vehicle that is equipped with a right hand
drive shall, unless it is equipped with a mechanical or electrical
signal device as described in subsection 4 of section 69,
have prominently displayed on the rear thereof, in bold face

hand drive

Sec. 36 (I)
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letters of not less than two inches in height and of a colour
which is in contrast to that of the vehicle. the words,

"RIGHT HAND DRIVE VEHICLE".
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 11; 1951, c. 34, s. 6.
3iS.-(I) Every motor vehicle. other than a motorcycle, ~~:. t ...o
when operated on a highway shall be equipped with at Ie.'lst required
two braking systems, each with a separate mcansof application
and effective on at least two whccls. one of which shall be
adequate to stop the vehicle as required by regulations made
by the Department and the other of which shall be adequate
to hold the vehicle stationary. 1956, c. 29, s. 3.

(2) Every motorcycle shall be equipped with at least onc
brake.

Motorcycle

(3) Every trailer or semi·trailer having a gross weight of ~~\:~~~Ier
3,000 pounds or more shall be equipped with brakes adequate
to stop and to hold the vehicle.
(4) All such brakes shall be maintained in good working ~ro~~~a
order and shall conform to regulations not inconsistent with
this section to be made by the Department.
(5) Any constable or any officer appointed for carrying JMpection
out the provisions of this Act may at any time inspect or
cause an inspection to be made of the brakes on any motor
vehicle on the highway, and may, if the brakes do not con·
form to the regulations of the Department, require the driver
of the motor vehicle to proceed forthwith to make or have
such brakes made to comply with such regulations.
(6) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions Penalty
of this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than S10 and not more than S50; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than S20 and not more than $100, and in
addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period
of not more than thirty days; and for any subsequent offence
to a fine of not Jess than $50 and not more than $200
and is also liable to imprisonment for a term of not morc than
thirty days, and in addition his licencc or permit may bc suspended for a period of not lllorc than six months. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 12 (2-6).

36.-(1) No person shall sell or offer for sale hydraulic ~~dke
brake fluid, for use in vehicles upon a highway, that does not
comply with the standards and specifications prescribed by
thc regulations or in containers not marked in compliance
with the regulations.
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Relrulatlona

(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regula.
tions,
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(a) prescribing

the standards and specifications of
hydraulic brake fluid or any type or class thereof fOi
usc in vehicles;
(b) providing for the identification and labelling of con·
tainers used for hydraulic brake fluid or any type
or class thereof. 1960, c. 45, s. 3.
Windshield
wiper,

37.-(1) Every motor vehicle other than a motorcycle
shall be equipped with,
(a) a device for cleaning rain, snow and other moisture
from the windshield so constructed as to be controlled
or operated by the chauffeur or operator;
(b) a mirror securely attached to the vehicle and placed
in such a position as to afford the chauffeur or operator
a clearly rcRected view of the roadway in the rear,
or of any vehicle approaching from the rear. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, ,. 13 (I).

Mud&uards

(2) Every motor vehicle and every trailer shall be equipped
with mudguards or fenders or other device adequate to reduce
effc<:tively the wheel spray or splash of watcr from the roadway to the rear thereof, unless adequate protection is afforded
by the body of the motor vehicle or trailer or by a trailer
drawn by the motor vehicle. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 13 (2);
1960, c. 45, s. 4.

Exception

(3) Subsection 2 does not apply to motor vehicles or trailers
in an unfinished condition while proceeding to a works for
completion.

Penalty

(4) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions
of subsection 1 or 2 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of
not more than $5; for the second offence to a fine of
not less than $5 and not more than SIO; and for any sub·
sequent offence to a fine of not less than $10 and not more
than $25, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period of not more than thirty days. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 13 (3, 4).

Requlre-

38.-(1) All self-propelled vehicles other than traction
engines, and all trailers having a gross weight in excess of
two tons, shall be equipped with rubber tires or tires of some
composition equally resilicllt, and a vehicle shall not be
operated on any highway with a tire that is broken or defective
in such a manner as to cause additional impact or pounding on
or cutting of the highway, and in the case of motor vehicles and
trailers equipped with solid rubbcr tires there shall be at least
one and one-quarter inches of rubber between the wheel rim
and the roadway.

mirror

mentIJae

to tires

See. 40 (2)
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(2) No vehicle shall be operated or object moved over or ~~~t:o.nd
upon any highway with any flange, rib, clamp or other device
attached to its wheels, or made a part thereof, which will

injure the highway.
(3) No person driving a vehicle drawn by a horse or other
animal and used for carrying articles of burden, goods, wares
or merchandise shall when descending a grade on a highway
lock any wheel of such vehicle except with the device commonly known as a lock-shoe.

Look~hOefl

(4) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions Penalty

of this section is liable. for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $5 and not more than $10; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $10 and not more than $25; and for any
subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $25 and not
more than $50, and in addition his licence or permit may be
suspended for a period of not more than sixty days. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 14.

39.-(1) In this section, "rebuild" means to make or im- ~Ullt
pose a new tread or new surface or to otherwise alter the sur- l~~r·~re.
face of a used tire so that it will resemble a new tire, by cutting
0
into or adding rubber to the surface thereof, or by a combina.
tion of both.
(2) No person shall rebuild any tire designed for use upon a ~a~ed
motor vehicle unless he causes it to be indicated in letters of
not less than one-half inch in height, clearly embossed upon
or imposed or cut into the outside surface of each wall of the
tire, that it has been rebuilt.

(3) No person shall sell, offer or expose for sale, or have in
his possession with intent to sell, any tire designed for usc upon
a motor vehicle that has been rebuilt unless it is indicated
in letters of not less than one-half inch in height, clearly
embossed upon or imposed or cut into the outside surface of
each wall of the tire, that it has been rebuilt.

Idem

(4) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 2 or 3 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not
more than $25; for a second offence to a fine of not more
than $50; and for any subsequent offence to a fine of not more
than $100. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, 5.15.

Penalty

40.-(1) No person shall sell any new motor vehicle nor ~~g~grOflI.i>
shall any new motor vehicle be registered with the Department ~hh\l~r~
unless such vehicle is equipped with S<1.fety glass wherever glnllS
glass is used in doors, windows and windshields.
(2) No person shall install glass other than s..,fety glass in :r~)'
the door, window or windshield of any motor vehicle. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 16.
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41.-(1) No person shall drive a motor vehicle upon a
highway,

oba ructlng
view
prohibited
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(a) with any sign, poster or other non·trunsparcnt

material or object placed on the windshield or on
any window of such motOr vehicle; or
(b) with any object placed in, hung on or attached to
such motor vehicle,
in such manner as will obstruct the driver's view of the
highway or any intersecting highway.
Sigilli,

eto.,

required by

Act or

regulatlons

(2) This section does not prevent the use of signs, markers
or equipment required under this Act Or the regulations.
1959, c. 43, s. 1.

Munlor

42.-(1) Every motor vehicle shall be equipped with a
muffler in good working order and in constant operation to
prevent excessive or unusual noise and excessive smoke, and
no person shall use a mumer cut-out, by-pass or similar device
upon a motor vehicle. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 17 (1).

Fumes from

(2) The engine and power mechanism of every motor
vehicle shall be so equipped and adjusted as to prevent the
escape of excessive fumes or smoke. 1958, c. 36, s. 5.

engine

(3) A person having the control or charge or a motor
vehicle shall not sound any bell, horn or other signalling device
so as to make an unreasonable noise, and an operator or
chauffeur of any motor vehicle shall not permit any unreasonable amount of smoke to escape from the motor vehicle, nor
shall such operator or chauffeur at any time, by cutting out
the muffler or otherwise, cause the motor vehicle to make any
unnecessary noise, but this subsection docs not apply to a
motor vehicle of a municipal fire department while proceeding
to a fire or answering a fire alarm call.
Alarm bell

,. bo

Bounded

Prohibition

to uee of
elmo horn

llJl

Penility

(4) Every motor vehicle, bicycle and tricycle shall be
equipped with an alarm bell, gong or horn, which shall be
kept in good working order and sounded whenever it is
reasonably necessary to notify pedestrians or others of its
approach.
(5) No vehicle other than an ambulance, fire or police
department vehicle, public utility emergency vehicle Or vehicle
operated by the Dep..1.rtment shall be equipped with a siren
horn or a device producing a sound which so nearly resembles
that produced by a siren horn as to deceive or confuse.
(6) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions
of subsection 1, 3, 4 or 5 is liable, for the first offence to a
fine of not more than $5; for the second offence to a fine o(
not less than $5 and not more than SIO; and for any subse-

5<:<:. 46
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quent offence to a nne of not less than $10 and not morc than
S25, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended
for a period of not more tha:t thirty days. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167. s. 17 (2-5).
43.-(1) Every person travelling on a highway with a S1elch
sleigh or sled drawn by a horse or other animal shall have at
least two bells attached to the hamess or to the sleigh or sled
in such a manner as to give ample waming sound.

bell

(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions "-uU,.
of subsection 1 is liable, for the first olTence to a fine of not
more than $5; for the second offence to a fine of not Jess
than SS and not morc than SIO; and for any subsequent offence
to a fine of not less than $10 and not morc than S25. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 18.

44. No person shall drive 011 a highway a motor vehicle ~&~~~~~~
that is equipped with a television receiving set. 1953, vehlole
c. 46, s, 4.
4-5.-(1) No motor vehicle, other than a motor vehicle in ~~~f~(nla
which there is a person licensed to operate a motor vehicle :~:l~e
on a highway, trailer or other object or device shall be drawn grahn on
by a motor vehicle or farm tractor on a highway unless there c .....,.
are two separate means of attachment so constructed and
attached that the failure of one such means will not pennit
the motor vehicle, trailer, object or device being drawn to
become detached; but this subsection does not apply to a
trailer so designed and used th.:\t part of its own weight and
of its own load rests upon or is carried by another vehicle
or to a trailer or other object or device when drawn directly
across a highway by a farm tractor. 1960, c. 45, s. 5.
(2) Every person who contravcncs any of the provisions of
this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less than
$5 and not more th'an $50; for the second offence to a fine of
not less than $10 and not moce than $100, and in addition
his permit may be suspended for a period not exceeding
thirty days; and for any subsequent offcnce to a fine of not
less than $20 and not marc than S200, and in addition his
permit may be suspended for a period of not more than six
months. 1959, c. 43, s. 2.

Penalty

46. The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regu- ~e:~:=
lations requiring any type or class of commercial motor
vehicle or trailer to be equipped with rear bumpers and
prescribing the location and me.-ms of attachment of such
bumpers and prescribing the specifications for such bumper-s.
1954, c. 35, s, 4.
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Examlnatlon of
vehIcle

47.-(1) Every constable and every officer appointed for
the purpose of carrying out the provisions of thi$ Act may
require the,driver of any motor vehicle to submit such motor
vehicle, together with its equipment and any trailer attached
thereto, to such examination and tcsts as the constable or
officer may deem expedient.

Use or
uMare

(2) Where any such vehicle, equipment or trailer is found
to be in a dangerous or unsafe condition, the constable or
officer making the examination or tests may require the driver
of the vehicle to proceed to have the vehicle, equipment or
trailer placed in a safe condition and may order the vehicle
or trailer to be removed from the highway and may prohibit
the operation of the vehicle or trailer on the highway until
the vehicle, equipment or trailer has been placed in a safe
condition. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 20.

Penalty (or
driving un_
safe vchlcle

48. No person shall drive or operate or permit the driving
or operation upon a highway of a vehicle that is in such a
dangerous or unsafe condition as to endanger the driver o'r
operator or any occupant thereof, or any person upon the
highway. 1953,c. 46,s. 5.

Certlncate
or mechanl·

40.-(1) When a used motor vehicle is sold by a dealer in
used motor vehicles, the dealer shall deliver to the purchaser
at the time of the sale a certificate of mechanical fitness signed
by the dealer stating that the motor vehicle is, or is not, in a
safe condition to be operated on a highway, and such certificate
shall be on a separate form from any bill of sale or other
document.
(2) Every dealer who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 or who makes a false statement in any such certificate is liable to a fine of not less than $50 and not more than
$300. 1957,c.44,s.4.
(3) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations prescribing the form and content of the certificate
of mechanical fitness required under subsection 1. 1960,
c. 45,s. 6.

vehicle
prohIbited

call1tnell8

Penalty

Form

Regulatlol1ll

"
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ISO. The Lieutenant Governor III Council may make
regulations,
(a) requmng the use of any accessory, or any type
or class thereof, on vehicles, regulating the use
thereof and prescribing the specifications thereof;
(b) prohibiting the use on vehicles of any accessory or
ornament, or any type or class thereof;
(c) prohibiting the sale or offering for sale of any accessory or ornament, or any type or class thereof, that
is designed for usc on vehicles. 1960, c. 45, s. 7.

Sec. 52 (2) 11
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51.-(1) Every commercial motor vehicle shall have ~.:~~ g~
attached to or painted on both sides of the vehicle in a clearly ~~h\~I~~lal
visible position a sign showing the name of the owner, but
that the Department may by r<lgulation designate any vehicle
or classes of vehicles to which this subsection does not apply.
1957,c.44,s.8.
(2) Every commercial motor vehicle and every trailer shall Retlector
have securely attached to the back thereof, within six inches
of the left side of the body in such a position as to reflect the
light from the headlights of a vehicle approaching from the
rear, a red reflector approved by the Department. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 40 (2).
(3) Every road-building machine when on a highway ~dadr::.:~1
shall have attached to or painted on both sides of the machine ~:ad~r on
in a clearly visible position a sign showing the name and ad-li~~\~~
dress of the owner. 1960, c. 45, s. 14.
(4) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of Penal\y
this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not more
than S5; for the second offence to a fine of not less than S5 and
not more than $10; and for any subscQuent offence to a fine
of not less than S10 and not more than $25, and in addition his
licence or permit may be suspended for a period of not more
than thirty days. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 40 (3).

PART VI
WEIGHT, LOAD AND SIZE

52.-(1) In this section,

Interpre.
tatlon

(a) "Class A Highway" means a highway designated as

such by the Minister;

(b) "Class B Highway" means a highway not designated
by the Minister as a "Class A Highway". R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 34 (1).
(2) Unless a special permit has been issued pursuant to ::e.;~?~~n
section 53, no vehicle having a gross weight in excess of the ~~d~~~'~n
following shall be mov~ upon wheels, rollers or otherwise ~11~W'il'
over or upon a Class A Highway:
1. The gross weight of a vehicle other than those men- ~:l~c:.t of
tioned in clauses b, c and d shall not exceed 28,000 ~;~~~Iee
pounds and the weight upon one axle shall not exceed 18,000 pounds, and if axles are spaced less than
eight feet apart the weight on one axle shall not exceed 14,000 pounds.
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2. The gross weight of a vehicle of three axles so designed that under any loading conditions the ratio of
the weight on the middle axle to the weight on the
rear axle remains constant shall not exceed 40,000
pour:ds and the weight on one axle shall I:ot exceed
16,000 pounds.
3. When a conversion-unit consisting of a single axle
designed to convert a two-axle vehicle into a threeaxle vehicle as described in paragraph 2 is used with
or attached to a two-axle vehicle, the gTOSS weight of
such converted two-axle vehicle shall not exceed
40,000 pounds.
4. The gross weight of a vehicle equipped wholly or in
part with non-pneumatic tires shall not exceed 16,000
pounds and the weight upon one axle shall not exceed 12,000 pounds.
5. The gross weight of a semi-trailer with two axles so
designed that under any loading conditions the
weight on both axles remains constant shall not exceed 30,000 pounds. 1955, c. 29, s. 5, /XJrl; 1956,
c. 29,s. 6 (1) j 1958, c. 36, s. 11.
(3) Unless a special permit has been issued pursuant to
section 53, no vehicle having a gross weight in excess of the
following shall be moved upon wheels, rollcn or otherwise over
or upon a Class B Highway:

A. . .

"'IM
vebdll or

and load

1. The gross weight of a vehicle shall not exceed 22,000
pounds and the weight upon one axle shall not exceed
16,()(X) pounds, and if axles are spaced less than eight
feet ap..'ul the weight on one axle shall not exceed
10,000 pounds. 1955, c. 29, s. 5, part.

Ratrictlona

(4) '0 vehicle, object or contrivance for moving loads
that is equipped with tires of less than six inches in width
shall be operated or moved upon or over any highway, the
weight of which, or the gross weight of which, exceeds 500
pounds upon any inch in width of tire, roller, wheel or other
object, and no vehicle equipped with tires of six inches or
more in width, the weight or gross weight of which exceeds
600 pounds upon any inch in width of the tire, shall be so
operated without first obtaining a permit as provided by
section 53.

Wtdtb

(5) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations prescribing the minimum width of tires with which
any vehicle operated upon a highway shall be equipped.

u ..
welcbt on
tt~••to.

OrUrM

(6) For the purpose of this section, the width of solid rubber
or pneumatic tires shall be as stamped thereon by the manu-

Sec. 53 (4)
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R.S.O. 1950,

(7) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
this se(:tion or any by-law passed or regulation made under
this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than S25 and not morc than SSO; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $50 and not morc than S100, and in addi·
tion his licence or permit may be suspended for a period not
exceeding thirty days; and for any subsequent offence to a
fine of not less than $100 and not morc than $200 and is also
liable to imprisonment for a term of not morc than thirty days,
and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a
period of not morc than six months. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
s. 34 (7); 1956, c. 29, s. 6 (2).

Penalty

(8) The municipal corporation or other authority having ~~Ti:~nffr
jurisdiction over a bridge may by by-law approved by theb~~c~eon
Department make regulations limiting the gross weight of any
g
vchicle or combination of vehicles or any class thereof passing
ovcr such bridge and notice of the limit of the weight fixed by
such regulation, legibly printed, shall be posted up in a conspicuous place at each cnd of the bridge.
(9) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regula- ;~tll~r~ cr
tions limiting the gross weight of any vehicle or combination ~:::i~~dge.
of vehicles or any class thereof passing over a bridge forming l"ellulations
part of a provincial highway or a highway in territory without
municipal organization and the requirements of subsection 8
with respect to the posting up of notice apply thereto. 1956,
c. 29, s. 6 (3).

53.-(1) The municipal corporation or other authority Perml18
having jurisdiction over the highway may, upon application in
writing, grant a permit for the moving of heavy vehicles,
loads, objects or structures in excess of the limits prescribed
by section 52 or 58.;
(2) Such permit may be general or may limit the time and fi:~~ttor
the particular highway that may be used, and may contain mitod
any special conditions or provisions that may be deemed
necessary for the protection of the highway from injury, and
the municipal corporation or other authority may require a
bond sufficient to cover the cost of repairing such possible
injury to the highway.
(3) The council of any municipality may, by by-law, pro- ~~~ mar
vide that such permit may be issued by any officer of the corporation named therein.
(4) In the case of a vehicle for which a permit is required 18IIr~l~rbY
under this section in order to pass over a highway or highways ~:~rt.
under the jurisdiction of two or more municipalities or other
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authorities, the permit so to do may be issued by the Depart·
ment, which permit is in lieu of the several permits to be otherwise obtained from the municipal corporations or other
authorities, and the permit may limit the time and the particular highway or highways that may be used, and may contain any special conditions or provisions that may be deemed
necessary to protect such highways from injury, and the Dcpartment may require a bond sufficient to cover the cost of
repairing such possible injury to the highway.
Re!lPOnslblJltJ' for
damagO!l
(lSUlred to
hIghway

(5) The owner, driver, operator or mover of any such
vehicle, object or contrivance who has obtained the permit
mentioned in this section is nevertheless responsible for
all damages that may be caused to the highway by feason of
the driving, operating or moving of any such vehicle, object or
contrivance. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 35.

Penalty

(6) Every person to whom a permit has been issued under
this section who operates or permits the operation of a vehicle
contrary to any of the conditions of such permit is liable to a
fine of not less than 550 and not more than 5500, and in addi·
tion the permit for the vehicle concerned issued under se<:tion
6 may be suspended for a period of not mOre than six months.
1956, c. 29, s. 7.

Prohlbltlon
a$ to oorry·

34.-(1) Subject to subsection 1 of section 16 of T~ Public
Vehicles 1'cl, no motor vehicle?r tt:ailer having a permit. issued
permIt
under this Act, the fee for which IS based upon the weIght of
~'r!8' 1960, the vehicle and load, shall at any time when on a highway
carry a load in excess of that for which the permit was issued
as stated upon the permit, and for which the fee therefor was
estimated. RS.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 36 (1).
Produotlon
(2) The permit issued for a commercial motOr vehicle and
of permit
for every trailer drawn by it, or a true copy thereof, shall,
whenever such vehicle is on a highway, be carried by the driver
thereof or placed in some readily accessible position in the
vehicle and shall be produced when demanded by a constable
or an officer appointed for carrying out the provisions of this
~':i~' 1960, Act or The Public Commercial Vehicles Act. 1960, c. 45, s. 12.
~t~~f{
(3) Subsection 2 docs not apply when a permit has been
surrendered for transfer of registration Or when such surrender
is required by law.
WeIght of
(4) During the months of March and April, commercial
load during
March and motor vehicles and trailers. other than public vehicles, operApril
ated over or upon any portion of the King's Highway to which
the provisions of this subsection are declared to be applicable
by the Lieutenant Governor in Council, or upon any other
highway not within a city or separated town, shall not be
loaded in excess of the following limits without obtaining a
permit as provided by section 53:
~~~~/n

Sec. 54 (9)
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1. A vehicle equipped wholly or in part with solid tires
shall not be loaded in excess of one·half the carrying
capacity as registered with the Department.

2. A vehicle equipped wholly with pneumatic tires,
having a carrying capacity registered with the Department of three tons and not mOrC than six tons,
shall not be loaded in excess of three tons.
3. A vehicle equipped wholly with pneumatic tires and
having a registered carrying capacity in excess of six
tons shall not be loaded in excess of one-half the
capacity registered with the Department.
(5) During the months of March and April, a vehicle other ~:~g:~~~g
than a motor vehicle, Of trailer, operated over or upon any ~;~h and
portion of the King's Highway to which the provisions of this
subsection are declared to be applicable by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council, or upon any other highway not within a
city or sep.'lrated town, and having a carrying capacity exceeding one ton, shall not be loaded in excess of 250 pounds upon
any inch in width of tire without obtaining a permit as provided by section 53.
(6) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of Penalty
this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than S10 and not more than $50; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $20 and not more than $100, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period of not
more than thirty days; and for any subsequent offence to a
fine of not less than $50 and not more than $200 and is also
liable to imprisonment for a tenn of not more than thirty days,
and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a
period of not more than six months.
(1) The council of a city or separated town may, by by-law, t:~nf:.t1.~~d
declare the provisions of subsections 4, 5 and 6 to be in force f~~n~ted
in respect of highways within the city or separated town.
(8) The municipal corporation or other authority having :l;:~i~:rbY
jurisdiction over any highway may declare the provisions of g'ru:ti~~Hty
subsections 4, 5 and 6 to extend and apply to highways under Iluthority
its jurisdiction during any period of the year or that the provisions of subsection 4 and 5 do not apply to any or all highways under its jurisdiction; but a by-law of a municipality
passed under this subsection docs not take effect until it has
received the approval of the Minister.
(9) In the case of highways under the jurisdiction of the ~(~~:ny
Department and highways in territory without municipal1J~~~~~g~t
organization, the Lieutenant Governor in Council may, upon In COUlloll
the recommendation of the Minister, declare the provisions of
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subsections 4, 5 and 6 to extend and apply during any period
ofthe year. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167. 5.36 (3-9).
Power or

omoer to

have load
welghod

55.-(1) Any constable or any officer appointed for carry·
ing out the provisions of this Act, having re.1.son to believe that
the weight of a vehicle and load is in excess of that pennitted
by this Act or in excess of that authorized under the permit
issued for the vehicle, may weigh the same either by mean!!
of portable or stationary scales and may require that such
vehicle be driven to the nearest scales if they are within a
distance of ten miles and, where it is found that the vehicle
is carrying an excessive load, the constable or officer may
require the driver to forthwith remove so much of the load
as is necessary to bring it within the weight so permitted or
authorized. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 37 (1); 1953, c. 46, s. 8.

Penalty
on drlver

(2) Every driver who, when so required to proceed to a
weighing machine, refuses or fails to do so is liable, for the
first offence to a fine of not less than S10 and not more than
S50; for the second offence to a fine of not less than $20 and
not more than S100, and in addition his licence or pennit may
be suspended for a period of not more than thirty days; and
for any subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $50 and
not more than S200 and is also liable to imprisonment for a
term of not more than thirty days, and in addition his licence
or permit may be suspended for a period of not more than six
months. R.S.O.1950,c.167,s.37(2).

~{r~~:;~~y

(3) When a weighing machine capable of.weighing a vehicle
is distant more than ten miles from the vehicle, the driver of
the vehicle, in lieu of proceeding to a weighing machine, shall
produce forthwith an inventory showing the true weight of the
vehicle and the goods or load.thereon, verified in writing by
the owner of the vehicle or by a person authorized in writing
by the owner to make such verification. 1960, c. 45, s. 13.

~e~wl~~~r
~~~ f~~d

Welllhlnll

(4) In lieu of proceeding to a weighing machine, the weight
of the load may be dctermined by a portable weighing deviee
provided by the officer, and it is the duty of the driver of
the vehicle to facililate the weighing of the vehicle and load
by such device.

Penalty

(5) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 3 or 4 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not
less than S5 and not morc than S1O; for the second offence to
a finc of not less than S10 and not morc than S25; and for any
subsequent olIencc to a fine of not less than S25 and not more
than S50, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspen·
ded for a period of not more than sixty days.

device

Sec. 58 (2)
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(6) For the purposcsof this section,

InterpTll'
tatlon

(a) a combination of vehicles conslsllllg of a motor

vehicle and semi-trailer shall be deemed to be one
vehicle; and
(b) "semi-trailer" means any trailer that is so designed
that, when operated, the forward part of its body or
chassis rests upon the body or chassis of the towing
vehicle. R.S.O. 1950,c. 167, s. 37 (4-6).
56.-(1) Every vehicle carrying a load that overhangs ~::~ing
the fcar of the vehicle to the extent of five feet or morc shall loads
display upon such overhanging load at the extreme rear end
thereof at any time from one-half hour after sunset to onehalf hour before sunrise a red light, and at all other times a
red Rag or a red wooden or metal sign sufficient to indicate
the projection of such load. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 38 (1),
amended.
(2) Every commercial motor vehicle and every trailer shall ~~l\y,;re~~~~
be loaded in such a manner that no portion of the load may fO ~ d
become dislodged or fall from the commercial motor vehicle oa e
or trailer during transit. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 38 (2).
(3) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of Pennlty
subsection 1 or 2 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not
less than $5 and not more than $50; for the second offence to
n fine of not less than $10 and not more than $100; and for any
subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $20 and not more
than $200, and in addition his licence or pennit may be sus·
pended for a period of not more than sixty days. 1959, c. 43,

s.4.
057.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make ~e~~~l~:~s
regulations classifying or defining explosives or dangerous ~tv:P~~e.
articles and regulating or prohibiting the transportation of any
.
explosives or dangerous articles. 1953, c. 46, s. 9.
(2) Every person ,vho contravenes any of the provisions of the
regulations made under this section is liable to a fine of not
less than $25 and not more than 8250, or to imprisonment (or
R.S.O.
a term of not more than three months, or to both.
1950,c. 167, ,. 39 (2).

Penalty

58.-(1) No vehicle, including load or contents, shall have ~~~~~eOI
a greater width than 96 inches, except traction engines or
threshing machines which may have a total width of 110
inches, and except loads of loose fodder.

g;

(2) No vehicle, other than a public vehicle or a semi-trailer ~~~~
as defined in clause b of subsection 6 of section 55, including ~1~~~rc~~Oll
load or contents, shall exceed the length of 33 feet and no
combination of vehicles, including load or contents, coupled
together shall exceed the total length of 50 fect.

s.c. 58 (3)
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LenRt!l of

(3) No public vehicle, including load or contents, shall
exceed the length of 35 feet. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 19 (1·3).

pl,Ibllo

vehicle
He1llht or

vehicle
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(4) No vehicle, including load or contents, shall have a
greater height than 13 feet 6 inches.

PenRlty

1958, c. 36, s. 6.

(5) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $5 and not morc than 550; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $10 and not morc than S100, and in addj·
tion his permit may be suspended for a period not f:Xceeding
thirty days; and for any subsequent offence to a fine of not
less than $20 and not more than S2oo, and in addition his permit may be suspended for a period of not more than six
months. 1959, c. 43, s. 2.

PART VII
RATE OF SPEED
Rate

or

speed:

39.-(1) No person shall drive a motor vehicle at a greater
rate of speed than,
(a) 50 miles per hour,

(i) on a highway not within a city, town, village,
police village, built-up area or urban area, or
(ii) on a highway designated by the Lieutenant
Governor in Council as a controlled~access high·
way under The Highway Improvcnent Ad,
whether or not such highway is within a city,
town, village, police village, built·up area or
urban area;

R.S.a. 1960,
0.171

(b) subject to clause a, 30 miles per hour on a highway
within a city, town, village, police village or built·up
area;
(c) subject to clause a, 40 miles per hour on a highway
(Ii)

(e)

(f)

(g)
11$.0.1960.

C. 260

within an urban area;
20 miles per hour over a level railway crossing;
15 miles per hour if equipped wholly or in part with
solid tires;
the speed limit prescribed upon a highway in accord·
ance with the provisions of subsections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
9and lO;or
the speed limit prescribed upon a metropolitan road
in accordance with section 89 of The Municipality oj
Metropolitan Toronto Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 28
(I); 1954, c. 35, ,.5 (I); 1958, c. 36. ,. 9 (1, 2); 1960,
c. 45, ,. 10 (I).

Sec. 59 (8)
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(2) The council of a city. town or village and the trustees ~~cb~w
of a police village may by by·law prescribe a speed limit of 25
iniles per hour for motor vehicles driven on any highway or
portion of a highway under its jurisdiction, and the council of
a township or county may by by·law prescribe a speed limit of
2S miles per hour for motor vehicles driven on highways under
its jurisdiction in any built-up area within the municipality,
1954, c. 35, s. 5 (2), part; 1957,c. 44, s. 6 (1).

(3) The council of a township having a population exceed- ~~'rtC~~1l
iog 60,000 may pass by-laws designating any part or parts towlUlhlP6
of the township as a suburban district or districts and prescribing a speed limit of 30 miles pcr hour for motor vehicles
driven on the highways under its jurisdiction within such
district or districts subject to any by-law decreasing or increasing the speed limit under subsection 2, 4 or 6. 1959,
c. 43, s. 3 (1).
(4) The council of a city, town, village or township and the ~~rk~bUO
trustees of a police village may by by-law prescribe a lower
ate of speed for motor vehicles driven in any public park or
exhibition ground than is prescribed in subsection 1, but such
lower rate of speed shall not be less than 15 miles per hour.
1954, c. 35, s. 5 (2), part; 1955, c. 29, s. 3 (1).
(5) The council of a city, town or village and the trustees ~;r~w
of a police village may by by-law prescribe a higher rate of
speed for motor vehicles driven on any highway or portion
of a highway under its jurisdiction than is prescribed in subsection 1, but such increased rate of speed shall not be more
than 50 miles per hour. 1954, c. 35, s. 5 (2), part; 1956, c. 29,
s.5 (I).
(6) The council of a township or county may by by-law hnu)'i~ In
prescribe a higher rate of speed for motor vehicles driven on area, eto.
a highway or portion of a highway under its jurisdiction
within a built-up area or urban area than is prescribed in
subsection 1 or within a suburban district than is prescribed
in such district for motor vehicles driven all a highway within
a built-up area, urban area or suburban district, but such in·
creased rate of speed shall not be more than 50 miles per hour.
1959. c. 43. s. 3 (2).
(7) No by·law passed under subsection 2, 3, 5 or 6 becomes t~~i'::l ot
effective until approved by the Department and the highways
or portions thereof affected by the by-law shall be marked to
comply with the regulations. 1959, c. 43, s. 3 (3).
(8) The speed limits prescribed under this Act or the reg· ~~ rtrnent
ulations or any by·law passed under this Act do not apply to vogfclO1l
a motor vehicle of a municipal fire dep..1.rtmellt while proceeding to a fire or answering a fire alarm call. 1959, c. 43, s. 3 (4).
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(9) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regu·
lations prescribing a lower rate of speed than 50 miles per
hour for motor vehicles driven upon a highway Or any part
thereof in any provincial park. 1956, c. 29, s. 5 (3), part.

on King's

(10) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations prescribing a higher Or lower rate of speed than the
ratc of speed prescribed in this Act or any by-law for any class
or classes of motor vehicles upon the King's Highway or any
part thereof whether or not the King's Highway or the part
thereof is within a city, town, village, police village, built-up
area or urban area, and such rate of speed may be different
for any period or periods of the day or night. 1958, c. 36,s. 9(4).

Hlgbway
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~r~~\~~Uon

(11) Where a by-law is passed under subsection 2, 3, 4 or 5
or a regulation is made under subsection 9 or 10, or a by-law is
:Ji;g. 1960. passed under section 89 of The Municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto Act, the rates of speed prescribed in subsection 1 do
not apply to the highway or portion of the highway affected
by the by-law or regulation. 1956, c. 29, s. 5 (3), part; 1959,
c. 43. ,. 3 (5); 1960. c. 45, ,. 10 (2).
8ectlon 1

Penalty

(12) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions
of this section or any by-law passed or regulation made under
this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $5 and not more than $50; for the second offence to a
fine of not less than $10 and not more than $100, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period of
not more than three months; and for any subsequent offence
to a fine of not less than $20 and not more than $200, and in
addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period
of not more than six months. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 28 (4);
1956, c. 29, s. 5 (4).

ClLrel_
drivIng

60. Every person is guilty of the offence of driving- carelessly who drives a vehicle on a highway without due care
and attention or without reasonable consideration for other
persons using the highway and is liable to a fine of not less
than S10 and not more than $500 or to imprisonment for a
term of not more than three months, and in addition his
licence or permit may be suspended for a period of not more
than two years. 1955.c. 29, s. 4, part; 1958, c. 36, s. 10.

l(~f~~a:lone

61.-(1) The municipal corporation or other authority
having jurisdiction over the highway and. in the case of a
provincial highway or a highway in territory without municipal organization, the Lieutenant Governor in Council may
make regulations limiting any vehicle passing over a bridge
to a speed of not less than 5 miles per hour, and notice of the

~~~n

Sec. 64 (b)
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limit of speed fixed by such regulation, legibly printed, shall be
posted up in a conspicuous place at each end of the bridge.
(2) Every person who injures or interferes with such notice ~:l:t~l~ifor
is liable to a fine of not less than $1 and not more than $10.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 31.

62.-(1) No motor vehicle shall be driven on a highway ~~~.;
at such a slow rate of speed as to impede or block the normal ~~~v~t'~~ted
and reasonable movement of traffic thereon except when such
slow rate of speed is necessary for safe operation having regard to all the circumstances.

(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than 5S and not more than $50; and for any subsequent offence
to a fine of not less than $10 and not more than S100, and in
addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period
of not more than thirty days. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 32.

Penalty

PART VlIl
RULES OF THE ROAD

63. Subject to sections 64 and 66, a driver or operator of a ~~bt or
vehicle approaching an intersection shall yield the right of
way to a vehicle that has entered the intersection from a
different highway and, when two vehicles enter an intersection
from different highways at approximately the same time, the
driver or operator on the left shall yield the right of way to
the vehicle on the right. 1958, c. 36, s. 12.
64. The driver or operator of a vehicle or car of an electric ~~~ueb
railway,
.
hIghway

,

(a) upon approaching a stop sign at an intersection, shall

bring the vehicle or car to a full stop at a clearly
marked stop line or, if none. then immediately before
entering the nearest crosswalk or, if none, then immediately before entering the intersection; and
(b) upon entering the intersection, shall yield the right

of way to traffic in the intersection or approaching
the intersection on another highway so closely that
it constitutes an immediate hazard and having so
yielded the right of way may proceed with caution
and the traffic approaching the intersection on
another highway shall yield the right of wny to the
vehicle so proceeding in the intersection. 1958,
c. 36, ,. 12 (5); 1960,c. 45, ,.15 (7,8).
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Stop Blgns.

65. In addition to stop signs required at intersections on
through highways,

~reetlon

at Intersectlons
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(a) the council of a municipality and the trustees of a

police village may by by-law approved by the Department provide for the erection of stop signs at
intersections on highways under its jurisdiction; and
(b)

the Lieutenant Governor in Council may by regulation designate intersections on the King's Highway
at which stop signs shall be erected,

and every sign so erected shall comply with the regulations
of the Department. 1960, c. 45,s. 18.
Yield

rlght.of.
way Blgnll.

Approval
ofll.lgns

66.-(1} The driver or operator of a vehicle or car of an
electric railway approaching a yield right-of-way sign shall
slow down to a speed reasonable for the existing conditions or
shall stop if necessary as provided in clause a of section 64
and shall yield the right of way to traffic in the intersection or
approaching on the intersecting highway so closely that it
constitutes an immediate hazard and having so yielded may
proceed with caution. 1958, c. 36, s. 12 (6),parl.
(2) No yield right-of-way sign shall be erected without the
approval of the Department and every sign so erected shall
comply with the regulations of the Department. 1958, c. 36,
,.12 (6).

1'''''.

~~~h~~f
~r;g~~
~~~ priv(L~

i1 hf'at
U

In\erseetions

67. The driver or operator of a vehicle about to fnter or
cross a highway from a private road or driveway shaJi yield
the right of way to all vehicles approaching on the highway.
1955, c. 29, s. 6 (3), part.
68.-(1) The driver or operator of a vehicle intending to
tum to the right into an intersecting highway shall approach
such intersection and tum as closely as practicable to the right
curb or edge of the roadway. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (1),
d. (b).

left at
lntersectlon

(2) The driver or operator of a vehicle within an intersection intending to turn to the left across the path of any
vehicle approaching from the opposite direction shall not make
such left turn until he has afforded a reasonable opportunity
to the driver or operator of such other vehicle to avoid a collision. 1960, c. 45. s. 15 (1).

Int.en;ectlon

(3) The driver or operator of a vehicle intending to turn
to the left into an intersecting highway at an intersection where
traffic is permitted to move in both directions on each highway
entering the intersection shall approach such intersection as
closely as practicable to the centre line of the highway and the

or two_way
highwaY!!
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left tum shall be made by passing to the right of such centre

line where it enters the intenection, and upon leaving the
intersection by passing to the right of the centre line of the
highway then entered.

(4) The driver or operator of a vehicle intending to turn ~r::WllJ'
to the left from a highway designated for use of one.way hleh""a,.
traffic into an intersecting highway on which traffic is per·
mitted to move in both directions shall approach the intersection as closely as practic..'1ble to the left curb or edge of the
ro..'1dway and on entering the intersection shall pass as closely
as practicable to the centre line of the highway being entered
where it enters the intersection.
(5) The driver or operator of a vehicle intending to turn ~nnt:""aY
to the left from a highway on which traffic is permitted to b1eb ...•a)'
move in both directions into an intersecting highway designated for the use of one-way traffic shall approach the intersection as closely as practicable to the centre line of the highway and on entering the intersection the left turn shall be
made by passing as closely as practicable to the left hand
curb or edge of the roadway designated for the use of one-way
traffic. 1953, c. 46, s. 10.
(6) The driver or operator of a vehicle intending to turn to ~~:way
the
left from
a highway
designated for use of one-way traffic blCbway
to
.
•
•
one-way
Il1to an mtersectmg highway designated for use of one-way hlebway
traffic shall approach the intersection as closely as practicable
to the left-hand curb or edge of the roadway and on entering
the intersection the left tum shall be made by passing as
closely as practicable to the left-hand curb or edge of the
roadway being entered. 1960, c. 45, s. 15 (2).

69.-(1) The driver or operator of a vehicle upon a high- ::An::~~t
way before turning to the left or right from a direct line shall tum
first see that such movement can be made in safety, and if the
operation of any other vehicle may be affected by such movement shall give a signal plainly visible to the driver or operator
of such other vehicle of the intention to make such movement.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167. s. 41 (11. d. (d); 1954. c. 35. s. 6 (2).
(2) The signal required in subsection 1 shall be given either ~~~~i,r~&"
by means of the hand and arm in the manner herein specified turn
or by a mechanical or electrical signal device as described in
subsection 4. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (1), d. (e); 1951,
c. 34, s. 7 (1).

:t::al

to
(3) When the signal is given by means of the hand and
ann, the driver or operator shall indic..u c his intention to turn, manu.lI,.

(a) to the left, by extcnding the hand and arm horizontally and beyond the left side of the vehicle; or
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(6) to the right, by extending the hand and arm upward
and beyond the left side of the vehicle. 1954, c. 35,
s. 6 (3).
Requlre-

menta tor

elgnaUlna
devloe

(4) A mechanical or electrical signal device shall clearly
indicate the intention to turn, shall be visible and understandable during day-time and night-time from the front and from
the rear of the vehicle for a distance of tOO feet, and shall be

self-illuminated when used at any time from one-half hour
after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise.
(2), amended.

1951, c. 34, s. 7

Signal tor

(5) The driver or operator of a vehicle upon a highway
before stopping or suddenly decreasing the speed of the
vehicle, if the operation of any other vehicle may be affected
by such stopping or decreasing of speed, shall give a signal
plainly visible to the driver or operator of such other vehicle
of the intention to stop or decrease speed,

manually

(a) by means of the hand and arm extended downward

etop.

beyond the left side of the vehicle; or
eillnalllng
dovlce

(b) by means of a stop lamp or lamps on the rear of

the vehicle which shall emit a rcd or yellow light
and which shall be actuated upon application of the
service or foot brake and which mayor may not be
incorporated with one or more rear lamps. 1954,
c. 35, s. 6 (4).
Signal.

light tl"llmO

oontrol
&ye«lms
lnterpreta.

tlon

ArTaDrre-

70.-(1) In this section, "intersection" includes any por·
tion of a highway distinctly indicated as a crossing place for
pedestrians by lines or other markings on the surface of the
highway. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (4); 1956, c. 29, s. 8 (2).

ment or

(2) Green arrow, green, amber and red
for signal·light traffic control systems and
arranged vertically in the following order
bottom, green arrow, green, amber and
,.15 (3).

Driver ru18ll,
on greon

(3) When a green signal-light is shown at an intersection,
the driver or operator of a vehicle or car of an electric railway
that is approaching the intersection and facing such light may
proceed across the intersection or turn left or right. R.S.O.
1950. c. 167, ,. 41 (2), d. (b).

1I1'bte.

lights may be used
such lights shall be
commencing at the
red. 1960, c. 45,

(4) When a red signal-light is shown at an intersection,
every driver or operator of a vehicle or car of an electric railway
that is approaching the intersection and facing such light shall
bring his vehicle or car to a full stop at a clearly marked stop
line OC, if none, then immediately before entering the nearest
crosswalk or, if none, then immediately before entering the
intersection, and shall not proceed until a green light is shown,
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provided that the driver or operator may turn to the right
after bringing the vehicle or car to a full stop. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, s. 41 (2), d. (c); 1958 c. 36, s. 12 (2).

(5) When green and amber signal-lights arc shown simul- ~:::~rand
taneously at an intersection, the driver or operator of a vehicle
or car of an electric railway that is approaching the intersection and facing such lights shall bring his vehicle or car to a full
stop immediately before entering the nearest crosswalk at
the intersection, provided that, where any such vehicle or car
cannot be brought to a stop in safety before entering the interSC(:tion, it may be driven cautiously across the intersection.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 167, ,. 41 (2), d. (d).
(6) When a red signal-light illuminated by rapid inter.ll.allhlnglild
mittent flashes is shown at an intersection, the driver or oper·
ator of a vehicle, or a car of an electric railway, which is approaching the intersection and facing such light, shall bring
his vehicle or car to a full stop before entering such intersection and the right to proceed is subject to the rules applicable
after making a full stop at a through highway.
(7) When an amber light illuminated by rapid intermittent :~~~g
flashes is shown at the intersection, the driver or operator of
a vehicle, or a car of an electric railway, which is approaching
the intersection and facing such light, may proceed through
the intersection only with caution.
(8). When a red signal-light with a green arrow is shown at ~~~~
an intersection, the driver or operator of a vehicle, or a car of
an electric railway, which is approaching the intersection and
facing such light, may proceed with caution into the intersection only to make the movement indicated by such arrow, but
shaH yield the right of way to pedestrians and other traffic
lawfully using the intersection. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (2).
cl. (g); 1960, c. 45, ,.15 (5).
(9) When under this section the driver or operator of a :u'i:j~~t to
vehicle or car of an electric railway is permitted to turn left 'f~c:trJan
or right, such driver or operator shall yield the right of way ~~y 0
to pedestrians and other traffic lawfully within the intersection. 1960, c. 45, s. 15 (4).
(10) The provisions of this section are subject to any sign ~'t!J~ct to
or notice forbidding a left or right turn or both that may f~~~~~tloll
be conspicuously posted at any intersection and to any dircc·
tion of a constable or other person who is authorized to direct
traffic. R.S.O. 1950,c. 167,s. 41 (2),cl. (ll).
(11) When a green signal-light is shown at an intersection, ~~OlI~lan
a pedestrian approaching the intersection and facing such light groon 1I111 11al
may proceed across the roadway, provided that, where mark·
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iogs upon the roadway indic'lte the portion of the roadway to
be used by pedestrian traffic, the pedestrian shall proceed
within the marked portion.
red or
green and
amber

PedestrIan
control

(12) When a red signal-light is shown, and where green and
amber signal-lights arc shown simultaneously, at an intersection a pedestrian approaching such intersection and facing
such light or lights shall not enter the roadway until a green
light only is shown. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (2), d. (j);
1958, e. 36, s. 12 (3).
(13) Notwithstanding subsections 11 and 12,

81gnal8

(a) when a "walk" pedestrian control signal is shown. a

pedestrian lacing the signal may proceed across the
roadway in the direction of the signal and while so
proceeding across the roadway has the right of way
over all vehicles;
(b)

when a "wait" or "don't walk" pedestrian control
signal is shown,

(i) , p,dest,;an facing the signal shall not com·
mence to cross the roadway until a "walk"
pedestrian control signal is shown,
(ii) a pedestrian proceeding across the roadway
when a "wait" or "don't walk" signal is shown
after he entered the roadway shall quickly
proceed across the roadway and has a right
of way for that purpose over all vehicles.
195B,c.36,s.12(4).
Erectlon of

(14) Every signal-light traffic control system installed after
the 9th day of April, 1936, shall consist of sets of green, amber
and red or green arrow, green, amber and red signal-lights,
each of which sets shall be mounted on or suspended from or
by means of a bracket or extended arm attached to a post or
other standard located to the right side of the roadway used
by the traffic controlled by it and to the side of the intersecting roadway that is remote from such traffic as it approaches, and the lower portion of each of such sets shall be not less
than nine feet from the level of the roadway, provided that,
where any such system is installed at an intersection other
than an intersection where two highways cross, the arrangement of the lights shall comply as nearly as possible with the
provisions of this subsection. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (2),
cl. (i), subcl. (i): 1951, c. 34, s. 7 (3); 1960, c. 45, s. 15 (6).

Idem

(15) A signal-light traffic control system may be erected
and maintained at a place other than an intersection, in which
event the provisions of this section, except those that by their

8lgnallights
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nature can have no application, are applicable, and any stop
required shall be made at a sign or marking on the roadway
indicating where the stop shall be made or, in the absence of
any such sign or marking, at the signal.
(16) No signal-light traffic control system shalJ be crceted
unless the approval of the Department has been obtained.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (2), d. (i), subcls. (ii, iii).

Idem

(17) Additional signal-lights may be installed with the
approval of the Department for use in conjunction with any
signal-light traffic control system. 1957, c. 44, s. 9 (2).

Idem

71.-(1) Where a person in charge of a vehicle on a high- ~:~~1~
way meets another vehicle, he shall turn out to the right from ~~~g
the centre of the roadway, allowing to the vehicle so met onehalf of the roadway free, but this does not apply to a vehicle,
road·building machine or apparatus while engaged in the construction, maintenance or marking of a highway. R.S.O.
1950, c. 161, s. 4[ (8); 1956, c. 29, s. 8 (3).

(2) Where a person in charge of a vehicle on a highway ~~~~~e;
meets a person travelling upon a bicycle or tricycle, the person ~:~~eles.
in charge of the vehicle shall allow the person travelling on
the bicycle or tricycle sufficient room on the roadway to pass.
(3) Where a person in charge of a vehicle or on horseback ~:::'';ioe::r
on a highway is overtaken by a vehicle or horseman travelling b;..~tb.~~l
at a greater speed, the person so overtaken shall turn out to the
right and allow such vehicle or horseman to pass. R.S.O.
[950, c. 161, ,. 41 (9, 10).
(4) Any person so overtaking another vehicle or horseman ~:~:ne:ri'I
shall turn out to thc left so far as may be necessary to avoid a ~t:~~klng
collision with the vehicle or horseman overtaken, and the
person overtaken is not required to leave more than one-half
of the roadway free.. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (11); 1958, c. 36,
s. 12 (8). amended. .
(5) Where a person on a bicycle or a tricycle on a highway PJ~~~\: or
is overtaken by a vehicle or horscman travelling at a grcater g;e~~~~~re.
speed, the person so ovcrtakcn shall turn out to the right and or horse_
allow such vehicle or horseman to pass and the person so ovcr- men
taking a bicycle or tricycle shall turn out to thc left so far as
may be necessary to avoid a collision. RS.O. 1950, c. 167,
,.41 ([2).
(6) Where one vehicle is met or overtaken by another, if ~n~b'~ to
by reason of the weight of thc load on eithcr of the vehicles ~r8~gut Ls
so meeting or on the vehiclc so ovcrtakcn the driver finds it
P
impracticable to turn out, he shall immediately stop, and, if
necessary for the safety of the other vehicle and if required
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so to do, he shall assist the person in charge thereof to pass
without damage. R.S.O. 1950,c. 167,5.41 (IS).
Pualn.
...hltle

aolll,ln

um.

dlrectlon

(7) No person in charge of a vehicle shall pass or attempt
to pass another vehicle going in the same direction on a high·
way unless the roadway,
(a) in front of and to the left of the vehicle to be passed

is safely free from approaching traffic; and
(6) to the left of the vehicle passing or attempting to
pass is safely free from overtaking traffic. 1955,
c. 29.s. 6 (4).
Ort"ln, to

lett

ot

centre of
roadway
under

eertaln
oondltlol1ll

I>rohl blt.ed.

72. No vehicle shall be driven or operated to the left of
the centre of a roadway designed fOi one or more lines of
traffic in each direction,
(a) when approaching the crest of a grade or upon a

curve in the roadway or within 100 feet of a bridge,
viaduct or tunnel where the driver's view is obstructed within such distance as to create a hazard in the
event another vehicle might approach from the
opposite direction; or
(b) when approaching within 100 feet of or traversing

any intersection or level railway crossing, except
where a left turn is to be made at an intersection,
but this section does not apply to a highway designated
for the usc of one-way traffic or to a highway divided into
clearly marked lanes as provided in section 76. 1955, c. 29,
s. 6 (3), parI.
Pusllll' to

rt.ht or
••ald.

73.-(1) Notwithstanding section 71 and subject to subsection 2, the driver of a motor vehicle may overtake and pass
to the right of another vehicle within a city, town or village
only under the following conditions:
~
(a) when the vchicle overtaken is making or about to

make a left turn or its driver has signalled his intention to make a Icft turn; or

Ma,. PMII

to rlaM

only under

ur.

oondltlo...

(h)

upon a highway with unobstructed pavement of
sufficient width for two or morc lincs of vehicles in
each direction; or

(e)

upon a highway designated for the use of one-way
traffic only.

(2) The driver of a motor vchicle shall not overtake and
pass to the right of another vehicle where such movement
cannot be made in safety and in no event shall a driver make
such movement by driving off the roadway. 1958, c. 36,
s. 12 (7).

Sec. 77 (1) (a)
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(3) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regu- ~ra~d:Y8
lations designating a highway or part thereof outside a city, ~~~~and
town or village to which the provisions of subsections 1 and 2 vlllagea
shall apply. 1959, c. 43, s. S.
74. For the purposes of sections 75 and 76. "designated" ~U:J~l"O'
means designated by the Minister or by any person authorized
by him to make such dcsignatio:l or designated by by·law of
a municipality, approved by the Department. R.S.O. 1950,
c.167".41 (7).
75. Where a highway has been designated for the usc of ~~~::~d
one-way traffic only and official signs have been erected ac· f~~~(l-wal'
cordingly, vehicles shall be driven only in the direction so
designated. R.S.O. 1950,c.167,s. 41 (6).
76. Where a highway has bee:l divided into clearly marked ~Y::~y
lanes for traffic ,
divided
into lanes
(n) a vehicle shall be driven as nearly as may be practicable entirely within a single lane and shall not be
moved from such lane until the driver has first
ascertained that such movement can be made with
safety;
(b) in the case of a highway that is divided into three

lanes. a vehicle shall not be driven in the centre lane
except when overtaking and passing another vehicle
where the roadway is clearly visible and the centre
lane is clear of traffic within a reasonably safe distance, or in preparation for a left turn, or where such
centre lane is at the time designated for the usc of
traffic moving in the direction in which thc vehicle
is proceeding and official signs arc erected to indicatc
such designation;

(c) any lane m~y be designated for slowly moving traffic
or traffic moving in a particular direction provided
that official signs are erected to indicate such designation, and where a htghway is so designated the
driver of every vehicle shall obey the direction on the
official signs. R.S.O. 1950, c. 161, s. 41 (5).
77.-(1) When a highway has been divided into traffic f~onr~"a
lanes by an unpaved portion lying between two parallc1 I:In09
paved roadways, no person shall operate or drive a vehicle
or lead, ride or drive an animal,
(a) along or on such highway except on the roadway on

the right-hand side, having regard to the direction
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in which the vehicle is being operated or drawn or
the animal is being Jed, ridden or driven; or
(b) on, over or across the unpaved portion of the highway
except at those points where crossings are marked or
provided.
Penalty

(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not morc
than SIO; for the second offence to a fine of not more than $20;
for the third offence to a fine of not morc than S30: and for
any subsequent offence to a fine of not more than S50. R.S.O.
19S0,c.167,s.42.

or motor
vehlcloa

Headway

78.-(1) The driver or operator of a motor vehicle shall
not follow another vehicle more closely than is reasonable and
prudent having due regard for the speed of such vehicle and
the traffic on and the conditions of the highway. 1953,
c. 46. s. 11 (1).

Headway
for commerolal

(2) The driver or operator of a commercial motor vehicle
when driving on a highway outside of a city, town or village
shall not follow within 200 feet of another commercial motor
vehicle; but this shallllot be construed to prevent one commercial motor vehicle overtaking and passing another such vehicle.
R.S.O. 1950. c. 167. s. 41 (17); 1953. c. 46. s. 11 (2).

vehlc\(lIj

~~re"rtment

79.-(1) The driver of a vehicle, upon the approach of an

~~~~c~:c~f~g ambulance, fire or police department vehicle or public utility

emergency vehicle, upon which a bell or siren is sounding, shall
immediately bring such vehicle to a standstill as ntar as is
practicable to the right-hand curb or edge of the roadway and
parallel therewith and clear of any intersection. 1957, c. 44.
s. 9 (5).

I'ollowlnlr

S"

department
vehIcle
Towlnl' of

person" on
toooirians.
etc..
blcYOles,

prohIbIted

(2) No driver of a vehicle shall follow a fire department
vehicle when responding to an alarm at a distance of less than
500 feet. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 41 (19).
80. No driver of a vehicle or street car shall permit any
person riding upon a bicycle, coaster, roller skates, skis,
toboggan, sled or toy vehicle to attach the same or himself to
the vehicle or street car. 1960, c. 45, s. 15 (9).

Crowdlnlr

81. No person shall operate a motor vehicle ....;th persons
or property in the front or driver's seat so placed as to inter_
fere with the proper management or control of the motor
vehicle. 1960, c. 45, s. 15 (10), part.

Vohlcloa.

82. When the driver of a vehicle is approaching a railway
crossing at a time when a clearly visible electrical or mechanical signal device or a flagman is giving warning of the approach of a railway train, he shall stop the vehicle not less

driver's
~"

required to
6top "t
railway
croaalnasll'llal
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than 15 feet from the nearest rail of the railway and shall
not proceed until he can do so safely. 1960, c. 45, s. 15 (10).

part.
83. No person shall drive a vehicle through, around or ~~r~~ ot
under a crossing gate or barrier at a railway crossing while ~~:a:fng
the gate or barrier is closed or is being opened or closed. ~~:lbltlld
1960, c. 45, s. 15 (10). part.

84. No person shall,
(a) open the door of a motor vehicle on a highway

~(3g~r:of
motor

vOhlcles

without first taking due precautions to ensure that
his act will not interfere with the movement of or
endanger any other pcr30n or vehicle; or
(b) leave a door of a motor vehicle on a highway open

on the side of the vehicle available to moving
traffic for a period of time longer than is necess.:,uy
to load or unload passengers. 1958, c. 36, s. 12 (10).
85. Every person who contravenes any of the provisions Penalty
of sections 63 to 76 and 78 to 84 is liable, for the first offcnce
to a fine of not less than $5 and not more than $50; for the
second offence to a fine of not Icss than $10 and not more
than S1oo, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period of not more than three months; and for
any subsequent offcnce to a fine of not lcss than $20 and not
more than $200, and in addition his licence or permit may be
suspended for a period of not more than six months. 1957,
c. 44, s. 9 (6).
86.-(1) Where a person in charge of a vehicle or on a ~:~~l~hen
bicycle or tricycle or on horseback or leading a horse on a high- :f:.rJJ~~hl~e
way overtakes a street C1.r or a car of an electric railway, etreet car
operated in or near the centre of the roadway, which is stationary for the purpo~ of taking on or discharging passengers,
he shall not pass the car or approach nearer than six feet
measured back from the rear or front entrance or exit, as the
case may be, of the car on the side on which passengers are
getting on or off until such passengers have got on or got
safely to the side of the street, as the case may be; but this
sub-section does not apply where a safety zone has been set
aside and designated by a by-law passed under paragraph 107
of subsection 1 of section 379 of The Municipal Act. R.S.O. :'~.jg. 1000.
1950, c. 167, s. 45 (1).

(2) No person in charge of a vehicle, or on a bicycle or ~~~l=):g
tricycle, or on horseback or leading a horse, overtaking a ~~ryglt~~
street car or the car of an electric railway, operated in or !lear Bldo
the centre of the roadway, which is stationary or in motion,
shall pass on thc left side of such car, h<l.ving refcrence to the
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direction in "hieh such car is travelling; but this Sllbsection
does not apply to a vehicle belonging to a municipal fire
department while proceeding to a fire or answering a fire alann
call or where the street car or c:n of an electric railway is
being operated on a highway designated for the use of oneway traffic. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 45 (2); 1956. c. 29, s. 9.
Penalty

(3) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions
of this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than SIO and not more than S50; for the second offence to a
fine of not Jess than 820 and not more than $100, and in
addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a perioo
of not more than thirty days; and for any subsequent offence
to a fine of not less than S50 and not more than $200 and is
also liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than thirty
days, and in addition his licence or pennit may be slJspended
(or a period of not more than six months. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
s. 45 (3).

Approaohlna:

87.-(1) Every person having the control or charge of a
motor vehicle on a highway, when appro<,"lching a horse or
other animal that is drawing a vehicle or being driven, led or
ridden, shall operate, manage and control the motor vehicle in
such manner as to exercise every reasonable precaution to pre·
vent the frightening of the horse or other animal and to
en5ure the safety and protection of any perSOIl driving, leading
or riding upon the horse or other animal or heine: in any
vehicle drawn by the horse or other animal.

ridden or

driven

hOraM, eW.

P ....lty

(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions
of subsection 1 is liable. (or the first offence to a fine of not
less than $10 and not marc than $50; fOT the second offence to a
fine of not less thiln $20 and not more than $100. and in
addition his licence or permit may be suspended for a period
of not more than thirty days; and (or any subsequent offence
to a fine of not less than $50 and not more than $200 and is
also liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than thirty
days, and in addition his licence or permit may be sllspended
for a period of not more than six months. R.S,O. 1950, c 167.
s.46.

UMof

88. When on a highway at any time from one-half hour
after sunsct to one-half hour before sunrise, the driver of a
motor vehicle equipped with multiple beam headlarnps shall
use the lower or passing beam when,

c::'~na

(a) approaching an oncoming vehicle within 500 feet; or
(b) following another vehicle within 200 feet. except

when in the act of overtaking and passing.

c. 43. s. 6, amentkd.

1959,

Sec. 89 (7) (b)
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89.-(1) No person shall park or leave standing any
vehicle, whether attended or urtuttendcd, on the roadway
when it is practicable to park or leave such vehicle off the
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roadway, and. in any event, no person shall park or leave
standing any vehicle. whether attended or unattended, on
such a highway unless a clear view of such vehicle and of the
highway for at least 400 feet beyond the vehicle may be obtained from a distance of at least 400 feet from the vehicle
in each direction upon such highway, R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
,.43 (1); 1953, c. 46, s. 12 (1).
(2) Subsection 1 docs not apply to a portion of a roadway f~;t:~Ub8.
within a city, town or village or in respect of which a by-law apply
regulating. or prohibiting parking has been passed by the
council of a township or county or by trustees of a police
village. 1953, c. 46. s. 12 (2).

(3) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regula- ~~l~~~t
tions prohibiting or regulating the parking of vehicles upon ~lghwll.Y
the King's Highway, and on any other highway within a
distance of 300 feet from the intersection of such highway
with the King's Highway.
(4) Whenever a constable or an officer appointed for carry- ~~n;,~~~~gr
ing out the provisions of this Act finds a vehicle on a highway :~ p~hlblt_
in contravention of the provisions of this section or the regula- P OIl
tions, he may move the vehicle or require the driver or operator or other person in charge of the vehicle to move it.
(5) The provisions of this section do not apply to the driver ~~bled
or operator of a vehicle that is so disabled while on a highway
that it is impossible to avoid temporarily a contravention of
such provisions.

(6) No person shall park or leave a vehicle on a highway igr:~~t1on
unless he has taken such action as may be reasonably na;es- b:~~~I:et
sary in the circumstances to prevent the vehicle from moving In motion
or being set in motion. R.S.O. 1950. c. 167, s. 43 (2-5).
(7) Every commercial motor vehicle, when on a highway ~~~~l~~
outside a city, town or village at any time from one-half hour ~:;;g;.erclCl.1
after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise, shall be equipped vehlclllfl
with a sufficient number of,
(a) flares, lamps or lanterns that have been approved
by the Department, capable of continuously producing two warning lights, each visible from a distance of at least 500 feet for a period of at least eight
hours; or
(b) portable reflectors that have been approved by the
Department. 1953, c. 46, s. 12 (3). amellded.
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(8) When any commercial motor vehicle or trailer is disabled during the period when lighted lamps arc required to
be displayed on vehicles and the vehicle cannot immediately
be removed from the TOt1.dway outside a city, town or village,
the driver or other person in charge of the vehicle shall cause
such flares, lamps or lanterns to be lighted, and shall cause
them or portable reflectors approved by the Department to
be placed and maintained on the highway until one-half hour
before sunrise or the removal of the vehicle, one at a distance
of approximately 100 feet in advance of the vehicle and one
at a distance of approximately 100 feet to the rear of the
vehicle. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 43 (7); 1953, c. 46, s. 12 (4),
amended.

dlBablad

commercial
motor
vehicle or
tmllor
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(9) Notwithstanding the othcr provisions of this section,
tramo no person shall park or leave standing any vehicle whether
attended or unattended on a highway in such a manner as
to interfere with the movement of other traffic or the clearing
of snow from the highway.

Penalty

(10) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions
of this section is liable, for the first offence to a finc of not Jess
than $5 and not morc than $50; and for any subsequent
offence to a finc of not Jess than $10 and not more than
$100, and in addition his licence or permit may be suspended
for a period of not more than thirty days.

Puw."'. or

(11) A constable or an officer appointed for the carrying
out of thc provisions of this Act, upon discovery of any vehicle
parked or left in contravention of subsection 9 or of a municipal
by-law, may cause it to be movcd or taken to and placed or
stored in a suitable place and all costs and charges for removing, care and storage thereof, if any, are a lien upon the
vehicle, which may bc enforced in the manner provided by
~·~3~· 1960. section 48 of The Medulnit;s' Lun Ad. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
,.43 (8-10).
constable
remove
vehIcle

to

Drunken-

00. Wherc a person in charge of a vehicle, other than a
motor vehiclc, or of a horse or othcr animal used as a means
of conveyana, travelling or being on a highway, is through
drunkenness unablc to drive or ride thc same with safcty to
other persons travelling or being on the highway, he is liable,
for the first offence to a fine of not less than $10 and not
more than $50; for the second offence to a fine of not less
than $20 and not more than $100; and for any subsequent
offence to a fine of not less than $50 and not more than $200
and is also liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than
thirty days. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 55.

Raelng

01.-(1) No person shaH drive a motor vchicle on a highway in a race or on a bet or wager.

n_of
driver er
rider

on blllhwa:v
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(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions Penalty
of subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of oot
less than $25 and not more than $100 and is also liable to
imprisonment for a term of not morc than thirty days, and in
addition bis licence or permit may be suspended for a period
of not more than sixty days; and for any subsequent offence
to a fine of not less than $100 and not morc than $500 and
is also liable to imprisonment for a term of not morc than six
months, and in addition his licence or pennit may be suspended
for a period of not mOre than onc year. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
s.30.

92.-(1) No person shall race or drive furiously any horse ~nO~~~g
or other animal on a highway,
(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions Penalty
of subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not
less than $10 and not more than $50; for the second offence
to a fine of not less than $20 and not more than $100; and for
any subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $50 and not
morc than $200 and is also liablc to imprisonment for a term
of not more than thirty days. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 56,
amended.
Veblcleu

03.-(1) The driver of,

r$qulrod
to Btop a;

(aJ a motor vehicle having: a :seatillg: capacity for tcn
or more persons, when transporting children to and
from school; or

~~;;rga

(b) a public vehicle,

upon approaching on a highway a railway crossing that is
not protected by gatcs or unle$ otherwise directed by a flagman, shall stop such vchiclc not less than 15 feet from thc
nearest rail of the railway and, having stopped, shall look in
both directions along the track and open a door of the vehicle
and listen for any approaching train and, when it is safe to
do so, shall cross the railway tiack in a gear that he will not
need to change while crossing the track and he shall not
change gears while crossing.
(2) Every person who contravcnes subsection 1 is liable to
a finc of not less than S10 and not marc than $50, and in
addition his licence may be suspended for a period of not morc
than six months.

Penalty

(3) Every vehicle to which subsection 1 applies shall bear ~~~~lrod
a sign on the rear thcreof clearly legible to a driver appro.1.ch- ~~h~~~
ing from the rear in the following words:
"THIS VEIttCI,E STOPS AT AU, RAILWAY CROSSINGS".

1960, c. 45, s. 17.
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94.-(1) In this section, "school bus" means a motor
vehicle used exclusively for the transportation of children to
and from school and of such a type and design and colour and
displaying such markings and having such equipment, lights
and signalling devices as may be prescribed by the regulations
made by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

ln~rlll"$

tatlon
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Ree:ulatlolle

(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regula·
tions prescribing the type, design and colour of the markings
to be displayed on and the equipment, lights and signalling
devices to be attached to or carried by a school bus. 1955,
c. 27, s. 7 (1,2).

Vlaual

(3) The driver of a school bus upon a highway outside a
city, town, village, police village or built-up area, when he is
about to stop the bus for the purpose of receiving or discharging school children shall actuate the signalling device
on the bus and shall continue it in operation while stopped
for such purpose and shall not otherwise actuate the signalling
device while on a highway.

algnala on
$Cbool hUB

Duty or

driver when
Bohool bUB
stopped on
highwaY

(4) Where a school bus is stopped on a highway outside
a city, town, village, police village or built-up area for the
purpose of receiving or discharging school children and the
signalling device on the bus required by the regulations is
operating, the driver of a vehicle,
(a) on overtaking such school bus, shall stop the vehicle

before reaching the bus and shall not proceed until
the bus resumes motion or the signalling device is
no longer operating;
(b) on meeting such school bus on such a highway, other

than a highway with separate roadways, shall, at a
distance of not less than 100 feet from the school
bus, reduce the speed of the vehicle and proceed
past the school bus at a speed not greater than is
reasonable or proper, and with due caution for the
s...fety of pedestrians, and shall not increase the speed
of the vehicle until he has reached a distance of at
least 100 feet from the school bus.
Mll.rklllgll to
be covered
whell

children
not being

tranBPOrted

Raaulatloo9

re vehlolll3

used for

oonveyance

of a<:hool

ohlldren

(5) When a school bus is being operated upon a highway
for purposes other than the actual transportation of children
either to or from school, all markings thereon indicating
"school bus" shall be covered or concealed.
(6) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make regulations,
(a) respecting the operation of vehicles or any class or
type thereof used for transporting children to and
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from school and operated by or under contract with
a school board or other authority in charge of a
school;
(b) requiring the use of any equipment on or in such

vehicles or any class or type thereof and prescribing
the standards and specifications of such equipment;
(c)

prescribing the qualifications of drivers of such
vehicles or any class or type thereof and prohibiting
the operation thereof by unqualified persons;

(d) requiring the inspection of such vehicles or any class

or type thereof.

1960, c. 45. s. 16.

05.-(1) No person, while on the roadway, shall,

Sollcltl!1&"
ridee. .!-C~
prohlbl<e<l

(a) solicit a ride from the driver of a motor vehicle other
than a public passenger conveyance; or

(b) stop or attempt to stop a motor vehicle for the pur·

pose of selling or offering to sell any commodity or
service to the driver or any other person in the motor
vehicle.
(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions Penalty
of this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not
less than $5 and not more than $10; for the second offence to
a fine of not less than $10 and not mort' than $25; and fnr
any subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $25 and not
more than $50, and in addition his licence or permit may be
suspended for a period of not more than sixty days. 1956,
c. 29, s. 10, part.

96.-(J) A person riding upon a bicycle, a coaster, roller ~~c:,:,o.t4I_.
skates, skis, a toboggan, a sled or a toy vchicle shall not attach cll&fer: 13
it or them or himself to a vehicle or street car on a roadway. ve
1958, c. 36, s. 12 (9).
(2) No person riding on a bicycle designed for carrying onc t1'~~ Oil
person only shall carry any other person thereon. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 41 (14).
07. Where sidewalks are not provided on a highway, a ro~~l\.rl.\:nlUl
pedestrian walking along or on the highway, when prac- ~ftbBldeer
ticable, shall walk on the left side of the highway facing traffic 1: way
that may approach from the opposite direction. 1955, c. 29.
s. 6 (5).
08. Every person who throws or deposits or causes to be lit~~~:
deposited any glass, nails, tacks or scraps of metal or any problblteJ
rubbish, refuse, waste or litter upon, along or adjacent to a
highway, except in receptacles provided for the purpose. is
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guilty of the offence of littering the highway and is liable, for
the first offence to a fine of not less than $5 and not more than
$50; for the second offence to a fine of not less than 51!) and not
more than $100; and for any subsequent offence to a fine of
not less than $20 and not more than S200, and in addition
his licence or permit may be suspended for a perioo of not
morc than sixty days. 1958, c. 36, s. 13.
Slglle

99.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may make
regulations providing for the erection of signs on any highways
and prescribing the types of signs to be erected and the location
of each type of sign.

Signs to be
oooyed

(2) Every driver or operator of a vehicle shall obey the
instructions or directions indiC<1.ted on any sign so erected.
1954, c. 35, s. 1.

Defacing

100. Every person who removes, defaces or in any manner
interferes with any notice or obstruction lawfully placed on a
highway is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $25 and not more than $100 and is also liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than thirty days; and for
any subsequent offence to a fine of not less than $100 and not
more than $500 and is also liable to imprisonment for a term
of not more than six months. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 33.

notloo or

removlns:
obstructIon

PART IX
TRACTION ENGINES ON HIGHWAYS
LImIt or

weight

101.-(1) Traction engines, not exceeding fifteen tons in
weight, may be used on a highway, subject to the provisions
of this Part.

Speed

(2) The speed of a traction engine in cities, towns and
villages shall not exceed the rate of 3 miles per hour, or elsewhere the rate of 6 miles per hour.

WIdth

wheels

or

Cleat.ll on
rear wheels

(3) The width of the driving wheels of all such engines
shall be at least twelve inches and the wheels of the trucks or
wagons drawn thereby shall be at least four inches in width for
the first two tons capacity, load and weight of truck included,
and at least an additional one-half inch for each additional ton.
(4) No traction engine manufactured after the 1st day of
January, 1924, and having a weight in excess of three tons
shall be operated on a highway unless the cleats, if any, on
the re.:u wheels have a smooth surface and arc not less than one
and one-half inches in width of face and, if the cleats extend the
full width of the rim of the wheel, they shall be placed at
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intervals of not more than six inches and, if they do not extend
the full width of the rim but arc staggered diagonally, they
shall be placed at intervals of not more than fOUf and one-half
inches, and in no case shalt they be placed at an angle of morc
than thirty degrees with the horizontal axis of the wheel.
(5) No traction engine manufactured after the 1st day of Clol'lt.8
January, 1924, shaH be operated on a highway unless the
cleats or flanges, if any. on the wheels are such that the weight
resting upon the surface of the highway does not exceed 200
pounds upon any square inch of cleat or flange, assuming the
entire width of the face of the cleat or flange to bear all the
highway. R.S.O. 19S0,c. 167,5. 72.

102.-(1) Before it is lawful to run such engine over a :~f~~lI:th
highway, the person proposing to run the engine shall, at his brfdl:es
own expense, strengthen all bridges and culverts to be crossed
by the engine and keep the same in repair so long as the highway is so used.
(2) The cost of such repairs shall be borne by the owners :llT~~~tOr
of different engines in proportion to the number of engines run ~~~t~r~ut~
over such bridges or culverts.
(3) Subsections I and 2 do not apply to engines of less ~ner~ri~ Mt
than ten tons in weight, used for threshing purposes or for art'ooted
machinery for the construction of roadways.
(4) Before crossing any such bridge or culvert, the person ~al~~ ~
proposing to run any traction engine shall lay down on the b~f~a~ ot
bridge or culvert planks of sufficient width and thickness to
II:
fully protect the flooring or surface of the bridge or culvert
from any injury that might otherwise result thereto from the
contact of the wheels of the engine, and in default thereof
the person in charge and his employer, if any, is liable to the
corporation of the municipality {or all damage resulting to
the flooring or surface of the bridge or culvert. R.S.O. 1950,
e. 167,s. 73.
.

103. Every person who contravenes any of the provisions Penalty
of section 101 or 102 is liable to a fine of not less than $5 and
not more than $25. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 74.
. .IS met or and
Portable
.
104. - (1) Wh ere a port."1 bl e or traction
engme
trnct~on
overtaken on a highway by a vehicle drawn by a horse or other ~~w:;a/l" cr
animal, or by a horseman, the driver of the engine shall, if overt&.kon
'ble, turn out to t h
' h t an d"
1 'lIC
1ear Ilorse- vehlcJGS
byothor
practlca
eng
give sue1
1 ve
man at least one-half of the road, and, if requested by the
driver, shall stop and remain stationary until the vehicle or
horseman has safely passed, and assist such driver or horseman to pass.
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of any such engine to sec that it makes no noise by whistling

Ing hOnsell,
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(2) It is the duty of the driver or of the person in charge

ete.

or otherwise when any horse or animal is passing or is ncar or is
about to pass the engine on any highway,

Penalty

(3) Every persoll who contravenes any of the provisions of
this section is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not less
than $5 and not more than SIO; for the second offence to a
nne of not less than $10 and not more than $25; and for any
subsequent offence to a fine of not Jess than S25 and not more
than $50. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 44.
PART X
CIVIL AC!IONS

L1Bblilty for
l0!8or

105.-(1) The owner of a motor vehicle is liable for loss
or damage sustained by any person by reason of negligence
in the operation of the motor vehicle on a highway unless the
motor vehicle was without the owner's consent in the possession of some person other than the owner or his chauffeur, and
the driver of a motor vehicle not being the owner is liable to
the same extent as the owner.

Llablllty for

(2) Notwithstanding subsection 1, the owner or driver of
a motor vehicle, other than a vehicle operated in the business
of carrying passengers for compensation, is not liable for any
loss or damage resulting from bodily injury to, or the death of
any person being carried in, or upon, or entering, or getting
on to, or alighting from the motor vehicle. R.S.O. 1950,
c.167,s.50.

damage

Injury to

1>Wllltl1l1l:'"''

Onua of

100.-(1) When loss or damage is sustained by any person
by reason of a motor vehicle on a highway, the onus of proof
that the loss or damage did not arise through the negligence or
improper conduct of the owner or driver of the motor vehicle
is upon the owner or driver. R.S.O. 1950, e. 167, s. 51 (1).

AppUcatlOD

(2) This section docs not apply in case of a collision between
motor vehicles or between motor vehicles and cars of electric
or steam railways or other motor vehicles running only on
stationary rails on the highway nor to an action brought by a
passenger in a motor vehicle in respect of any injuries sustained
by him while a passenger. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 51 (2);
1955,c.29,s.8.

service or
notloe or
pro0898 on
nOnresIdents

107. The use of a highway within Ontario by any person
not resident in Ontario operating or responsible for the operation of a motor vehicle within Ontario shall, by virtue of the
right of user conferred by this Act, be deemed to constitute the

disproving
negllgenoo

of sectlon

Sec. 108 (3)
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Registrar an agent of such person for the service of notice or
process in an action in Ontario arising out of a motor vehicle
accident in Ontario in which such person is involved, subject
to the following conditions:
1. Such notice or process may be served by leaving a :tr~;eet~

coPy thereof with or at the office of the Registrar,
together with a bond in form and by sureties approved
by the Registrar in the sum of $200 conditioned on
the failure of the plaintiff to prevail in the action for
the purpose of reimbursing the defendant for the
expenses necessarily incurred by him in defending
the action in Ontario.

..

2. Such service is sufficient service if notice of such ~r:~~1~~Y
service and a copy of the notice or process are forth·
with scnt by registered mail to the defendant and
the defendant's return receipt is filed with the registrar or clerk of the court in which the action or
proceeding is brought. R.5.0. 1950, c. 167, s. 57.

PART XI
APPROVAL OF MUNICIPAL BY-LAWS

108.-(1) Every provision of 0. municipal by-Inw passed ;;j~li~al
by the council of a municipality, a board of commissioners of approved,
police or the trustees of a police village for,

(a) regulating traffic on the highways; or

regulating noise, fumes or smoke created by the
operation of motor vehicles on the highways; or
(c) prohibiting or regulating the operation of motor
vehicles or any type or class thereof on the highways,
(b)

that is inconsistent; with this Act, is deemed to be repealed
and hereafter all by-laws passed for any of the purposes
mentioned in clauses a, band c shall not become operative
until approved by the Department. 1958, c. 36, s. 17.
(2) Any by·law for regulati:lg traffic on highways that is ~fl'~~
submitted to the Department ror approval may be approved ~b~rewo~n
in whole or in part and, where part of a by-law is approved In part
only, that part shall become operative. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
,.60 (2).
(3) The Department may withdraw its approval to any ~~~~g::~l
by-law or any part thereof by notice sent by registered mail ~nt()P9.rt.
to the clerk of the municipality and such by-law or part
thereof shall be deemed to be repealed twcnty-one days after
the sending of the notice. 1957, c. 44, s. 12.
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PART XII
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF OWNERS AND DRIVERS
Interpre_
tation

109. In this Part.
(a) "authorized insurer" means an insurer duly licensed

R.B.C.1960.
o. 190

under The Insurance Act to carry on in Ontario the
business of automobile insurance:
(b) "driver's licence" means an operator's licence or a

chauffeur's licence issued pursuant to this Act;
(e)

"motor vehicle", in addition to the meaning given in
section 1, includes "trailer", as defined in section 1;

(d) "proof of financial responsibility" means a certificate

of insurance, a bond, or a deposit of money or securities given or made pursuant to section 118;
(e)

"state" means a state of the United States of America
or the District of Columbia;

(f) "Superintendent of Insurance" means the Superin·
tendent of Insurance appointed under The Insurance
Act;
(g)
Other

remedlell

protect&d

L1cenoes

,,,
<lonvlotlOnll

Ilullpended

"Treasurer" means the Treasurer of Ontario. R.S.O.
1950,c. 167,s. 79.

110. Nothing in this Part prevents the plaintiff in an
action from proceeding upon any other remedy or security
available at law. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 80.

111.-(1) The driver's licence and owner's permit or per.
mits of every person who has been convicted of, or committed
for trial, or has forfeited his bail after having been arrested
for anyone of the following offences or contraventions of law:
(a) any offence for which a penalty is provided in this

Act, if injury to or the death of any person or damage
to property occurs in connection therewith;
(b)

1953·M,
0.

51 (Can.)

any offence under this Act if the penalty imposed
includes suspension or revocation of the driver's
licence or owner's permit; or

(c) any offence under section 192, 193, 207, 221, 222 or
223 of the Crim£nal Code (Canada) as amended or
re-enacted from time to time involving the use of a
motor vehicle,

shall be forthwith suspended by the Registrar, and shall
remain so suspended, and shall not at any time thereafter be
renewed, nor shall any new driver's licence or owner's permit

Sec. 112
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be thereafter issued to such person, until he has given to the
Registrar proof of his financial responsibility. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, s. 81 (1); 1957, c. 44, s. 15.
o

Suspens.on

(2) Where a person pleads gUilty to any of the offences or licence
. .".III subsection
. 1,Sll bscetlOn
.
1 does not app1y un 1ess and
mentlont:\,1
uponflCrQllt
.
.
oonvl<ltlon
sueh person has bceo given notice,
of certain
orrenccs

(4) by a printed or written statement upon or accompanying the summons; or
(b) by the magistrate or judge verbally before accepting

the plea,

in the following form or to the like effect:
"The Highway Traffic Act provides that upon comncJW1L
of the offence with which yOll aTe charged, in the circum·
stances indialted therein, your driver's liceme and
owner's permit shall be forthwith suspended by the
Minister of Transport".
(3) Upon receipt by the Registrar of official notice that the ~o~i'~~~lon
holder of a driver's licence or owner's permit under this Act ~~OB~~~
has been convicted of, or committed for trial, or has forfeited
his bail, in any other province or state in respect of an offence,
which, if committed in Ontario would have been, in substance
and effect, an offence under or a contravention of the provisions
of law mentioned in subsection I, the Registrar shall suspend
every driver's licence and owner's permit or permits of such
person issued pursuant to this Act, until that person has given
proof of financial responsibility in the same manner as if the
conviction or committal has been made or the bail forfeited
in Ontario.
(4) If any person to whom subsection 1 applies is not a i:::{denl4
resident of Ontario, the privilege of operating a motor vehicle
within Ontario and the privilege of operation within Ontario
of a motor vehicle owned by him is suspended and withdrawn
forthwith by virtue of such conviction, committal for trial or
forfeiture of bail, until he has given proof of financial respon·
sibiIity; provided that the magistrate or justice of the peace
before whom such person was charged may, in his discretion,
by a written permit signed by him, authorize the operation of
such motor vehicle to the boundaries of the province by such
route and by such person as the permit may describe. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 8t (2-4).

112. An owner's permit and driver's licence, or, in the ~~:Oi
case of a person not a resident of Ontario, the privilege of];:~\l'llt
operating a motor vehicle in Ontario and the privilege of PC;llO( Y
operation within Ontario of a motor vehicle owned by such ~l~; o~
non-resident, shall not be suspended or withdrawn under this olfenoo

r
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Part in respect of an offence under clause a of subsection 1 of
section 111 if such owner, driver or non·residcnt satisfies the
Registrar that at the time of the offence out of which any
conviction, committal for trial or forfeiture of bail arose there
was in effect,
(a) for the benefit of such owner or driver, a motor

vehicle liability policy in the form required by subsectioll 1 of section 127; or
(b) for the benefit of such non-resident, a motor vehicle

liability policy sufficient for the requirements of this
Part in respect of proof of financial responsibility
issued by an insurer authorized to transact insurance
in the state or province in which such non·resident
resides and which insurer has filed the power of
attorney and undertakings referred to in clauses a, b
and c of subsection 5 of section 118. 1953, c. 46,
s.16.
LIcence

lIuspended
for failure

to pay

Judgmontll

~elprooal

offect or

/lul>9.1
with lItatell
having

similar
leetalatlon

113.-(1) Subject to section 121, the driver's licence and
owner's permit or permits of every person who fails to satisfy
a judgment rendered against him by any court in Ontario
that has become final by affirmation on appeal or by expiry
without appeal of the time allowed for appeal, for damages on
account of injury to or death of any person, or on account of
damage to property, occasioned by a motor vehicle, within
fifteen days from the date upon which such judgment became
final shall be forthwith suspended by the Registrar, upon
receiving a certificate of such final judgment from the court in
which the same is rendered, and shall remain so suspended
and shall not at any time thereafter be renewed, nor shall any
new driver's licence or owner's permit be thereafter issued to
such person, until such judgment is satisfied or discharged,
otherwise than by a discharge in bankruptcy, to the extent
for which financial responsibility is required to be given under
section 117, and until such person gives proof of his financial
responsibility. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 82 (1); 1956, c. 29,
s. 16 (1).
(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council, upon the report
of the Minister that a state or province has enacted legislation
similar in effect to subsection 1 and that such legisJation extends and applies to judgments rendered and become final
against residents of that state or province by any court of
competent jurisdiction in Ontario, may declare that the
provisions of subsection 1 shall extend and apply to judgments
rendered and become final against residents of Ontario by any
court of competent jurisdiction in such state or province.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 82 (2); 1956, c. 29, s. 16 (2).
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NOTE.-By regukJliolls made under 1M3 Act, the p,wisions of SIIbstclion 1
oj sUlion t r" crJmd and apply 10judgmcnl5 rendcrw and becomc/mal agai'lSt
rcmun!s oj Ontario by ony COllrt of com/'tltnl jurisdiction in tTlt province of

l.
2.
3.
4.

Albert.1,

British Columbia,
foobnitoba,
New Brunswick,

5. :\'cwfoundland,
G. ~ova Scotia,
7. Prince Edward hland, and
8. Saskatchewan,

and the stalt of

L
2.
3.
4.
5.
G,
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Alabama,
Arizona,
Arkans,ls,
Colorado,
Connecticut,
Delaware,
Idaho,
Illinois,
Indiana,
Iowa,
Kansas,
Kentucky.
Louisiana,

14. !o.faryland,

15. Michigan,
10. Minnesota,
17. l\'!ississippi,

18.
19.
20.
21.

Missouri,
Montana,
Nebraska,
New Hampshire,

22.
23.
2·1.
25.
2G.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
31.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

New Jersey,
New l\lcxioo,
New York,
North Carolina,
:-lorth Dakota,
Ohio,
Oklahoma,
Oregon,
Pennsylvania,
Rhode Island,
South Carolina,
Tennessee,
Texas,
Utah,
Virginia,
Washington,
West Virgini.1,
Wisconsin,
Wyoming, and
the District of Columbia.

(3) If, after such proof of financial responsibility has been f~d~'t~~t
given, any other judgment against such person, for any accident that occurred before such proof was furnished, and
after the 1st day of September, 1930, is reported to the
Registrar, the driver's licence and owner's permit or permits
of such person shall again be, and remain, suspended until
such judgment is sat.isficd and discharged, otherwise than by a
discharge in bankruptcy, to the extent set out in subsection 1.
(4) If any person to whom subsection 1 applies is lIot a ~{d-enta
resident of Ontario, the privilege of operating a motor vehicle
in Ontario and the privilege of operation in Ontario of a
motor vehicle registered in his name is suspended and withdrawn forthwith by virtue of such judgment until he has
complied with the provisions of subsection 1. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, ,. 82 (3, 4).

114. The Minister may require proof of financial responsi- ~~~o~n:nd
bility before issue of an owner's permit or driver's licence, or~;:oortn,n
the renewal thereof, to any person under the agc of tll'Cllty-one
years or over the age of sixty-five years. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,

s.83.
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(a) in the opinion of the Minister such person is respons-

ible in whole or in part for a motor vehicle accident;

or
(b) having regard to the records of the Department

relating to such person, the l\linister is of the opinion
thai such requirement isdcsirablc.
and may suspend all owners' permits and drivers' licences in
such cases until proof of financial responsibility has been
given. R.S.o. 1950, c. 167, s. 84.
Voluntary
flUnK of
financial

rellpon-

elblllty

116.-(1) An owner's permit and driver's licence. or, in the
case of a person not a resident of Ontario, the privilege of
operating a motor vehicle in Ontario and the privilege of
operation within Ontario of a motor vehicle owned by such
non-resident, shall not be suspended or withdrawn under the
provisions of this Part if such owner, driver or non-resident
has voluntarily filed or deposited with the Registrar, prior to
the offencc out of which any conviction, committal for trial or
forfeiturc of bail arose, proof of financial responsibility which,
at the date of such conviction, is valid and sufficient for the
requirements of this P:trt. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 85 (I);
1953,c. 46,s. 17.
(2) The Registrar shall receive and record proof of financial
responsibility voluntarily offered and, if any conviction or
judgmcnt against such person is thereafter notified to the
Registrar which in the absence of such proof of financial responsibility would have caused the suspension of tht driver's
licence or owner's penllit under this Part, the Registrar shall
forthwith notify the insurer or surety of such perscon of the
conviction or judgment so reported. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
5.85 (2).

Amounte

and IImlte

of ftnanclal

roepon-

alblllty

117. Subject to subsection 3 of section 118, proof of financial responsibility shall be given ill the following amounts by
every driver, and, in the case of an owner, in the s..1.id amounts
for each motor vehicle registcred ill his namc, by cvcry owncr,
to whom this Part applies,
(a) at least 510,000 (c.xclusive of intcrest and costs)
against loss or damage resulting from bodily injury to
or thc death of anyone person and, subject to such
limit for an)' olle person so injured or killed, at least
$20,000 (exclusivc of interest and costs) against loss
or damage resulting from bodily injur}' to or the death
of two or more persons in anyone accident; and

Sec. 118 (I)
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(b) at least $5,000 (exclusive of interest and costs) for

damage to property, except properlY carried in or
uJX>n the motor vehicle. resulting from any onc acci·
dent. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 86; 1957, c. 44, s. 16.

118.-(1) Subject to subsection 3, proof of financial re· ~=~~
sponsibility may be given in any onc of the following forms: ~ftft~':
(a) the written certificate or certificates. filed with the :;rl~=:ce

Registrar, of any authorized insurer that it has
issued, to or for the benefit of the person named
therein, a motor vehicle liability policy or policics in
Corm hereinafter prescribed. which at the date of the
certificate or certificates is in full force and effect.
and which designates therein, by explicit description
or by other adequate reference, all motor vehicles to
which the policy applies, and any such certificate or
certificates shall be in the form approved by the
Registrar and shall cover all motor vehicles registered
in the name of the person furnishing the proof, and
the certificate or certificates shall certify that the
motor vehicle liability policy or policies therein
mentioned shall not be cancelled or expire except
upon ten days prior written notice thereof to the
Registrar, and until such notice is duly given the
certificate or certificates are valid, and sufficient
to cover the tenn of any renewal of such motor
vehicle liability policy by the insurer, or any renewal
or extension of the te:-m of such driver's licence or
owner's pennit by the Minister;
(b) the bond of a guarantee insurance or surety com• ..."...t,.

bo::ad

pany, duly licensed in Ontario pursuant to The In- ~·f9g· 1960.
suranu AcJ, and the bond shall be in form approved
by the Registrar and shall be conditioned upon the
payment of the amounts specified in this Part, and
shall not t>e cancelled or expire except after ten days
written notice to the Registrar, but not after the
happening of the injury or damage secured by the
bond as to such accidcllt, injury, or damage, and the
bond shall be filed with the Registrar;

(c) the certificate of the Treasurer that the perSOll named :~~~ftl:
thercin has deposited with him a sum of money or
securities for money approved by him in the amount
or value of S25,OOO for cach motor vehicle registered
in the name of such person, and the Treasurcr shall
accept any such deposits and issue a certific.....te therefor if such dcposit is accompanied by evidence th:\t
there are no unsatisfied executions against the de-
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positor registered in the office of the sheriff for the
county or district in which the depositor resides.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 161, $. 81 (1); 1957, c. 44, s. 17 (1, 2).
Mlntat.er

may ""quire

(2) The Minister may, in his discretion, at any time require

additlonal

additional proof of financial responsibility to that filed or
deposited by an)' driver or owner pursuant to this Part, and
may suspend the driver's licence and owner's permit or permits
pending such additional proof. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, 5.87 (2).

}o'leet or

(3) In the case of an OWlier of ten or morc motor vehicles
to whom this Part applies, proof of financial responsibility in
a form and in an amount, not less than $100,000, satisfactory
to the Minister, may be accepted as sufficient for the purposes
of this Part. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 87 (3); 1957, c. 44, s. 17
(3).

,~,

,,~

~:brJrO,..or

(4) An owner of a motor vehicle to whom this Part applies
who holds a licence in respect of the vehicle under The Public
vehlclll8
Vehicles Act or The Public Commercial Vehicles Act and who
~~S:i~7.1:1GJ" has on file with the Minister a certificate of insurance in good
standing shall not be required to give proof of financial re·
sponsibility under this Part in respect of the vehicle.
~::'::'~~\:1

proor by

non·
residents

(5) A person who is not a resident of Ontario may, for the
purposes of this Part, give proof of financial responsibility
as provided in subsection 1, or by filing a certificate of insurance in form approved by the Registrar issued by any insurer
authorized to transact insurance in the state or province in
which such person resides, provided such insurer has filed
with the Registrar, in the form prescribed by him,
(a) a power of attorney authorizing the Registrar to

accept service of notice or process for itself and for
its insured in any action or proceeding arising out of
a motor vehicle accident in Ontario;
(b) an undertaking to appear in any such action or

proceeding of which it has knowledge; and
(c) an undertaking not to set up as a defence, to any
claim, action or proceeding under a motor vehicle liability policy issued by it, a defence that might not
be set up if the policy had been issued in Ontario
in accordance with the Jaw of Ontario relating to
motor vehicle liability policies, and to satisfy up to
the limits of liability stated in the policy any judgment rendered and become final against it or its
insured by a court ill Ontario in any such action or
proceeding.
Derault or
Insurer

(6) If all insurer that has filed the documents described
in subsection 5 defaults thereunder, certificates of any such
insurer shall not thereafter be accepted as proof of financial

5«:.
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responsibility under this Part so long as the default continues,
and the Registrar shall forthwith notify the superintendent of
insurance and the registrar of motor vehicles or other officer
or officers, if any, in charge of registration of motor vehicles
and the licensing of operators in all provinces and states where
the certificates of such insurer are accepted as proof of financial
responsibility. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 87 (4-6).
119.-(1) The bond filed with the Registrar and the money :1'~1~:;aJi~n
or securities deposited with the Treasurer shall be held by him
in accordance with the provisions of this Part as security for
any judgment against the owner or driver filing the bond or
making the deposit in any action arising out of damage caused
after the filing or dcposit by the operation of a motor vchicle.
(2) Money and securities so deposited with the Treasurer ~v~~labl&
nre not subject to any claim or demand, except an execution to n~~i~ors
on a judgment for damages for personal injuries, death, or g<l
injury to property, occurring after such deposit as a result of
the operation of a motor vehicle.

(3) If a judgment to which this Part applies is rendered :'~~~tr
against the principal named in the bond filed with the Registrar, and the judgment is not satisfied within fifteen days after
it has been rendered, the judgment creditor may, for his own
use and benefit, and at his sole expense, bring an action on the
bond in the name of the Treasurer against the persons executing the bond. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 88.

120. If the Registrar finds that any driver to whom this ~rh~~~b:::s
Part applies wa$l, at the time of the offence for which he was r:~li~er'8
convicted, employed by the owner of the motor vehicle involved therein as chauffeur or motor vehicle operator, whether
or not so designated, or was a member or the family or housc~
hold of the owner, and that there is no motor vehicle registered
in Ontario in the Qame of such driver as an owner, then, if
the owner of the motor vehicle submits to the Registrar (who
is hereby authorized to accept it) proof of his financial responsibility, as provided by this Part, such chauffeur, operator
or other person shall be relieved of the requiremellt of giving
proof or financial responsibility on his own behalf. R.S.O.
1950, c. 167, s. 89.
I
I· P
]'
Pa}'men! or
1 ~1
_ . A·JUd gment d e b tortowlOmtlls
artapplesmay,01l1Udgment8
due notice to the judgment creditor, apply to the court ill ,~el~;;nl
which the trial judgment was obtained, for the privilege of
paying the judgment in instalments, and the court may, in its
discretion, so order, fixing thc amounts and timcs of payment
of thc instalments, and while the judgmcnt debtor is not ill
default in paymcnt of such instalments he shall bc decmed not
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in default for the purposes of this Part in payment of the judgment, and, upon proof of financial responsibility for future
accidents pursuant to this Part, the Minister may restore the
driver's licence and owner's permits of the judgment debtor,
but such driver's licence and owner's permits shall again be
suspended and remain suspended, as provided in section 113,
if the Registrar is satisfied of default made by the judgment
debtor ill compliance with the terms of the court order.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 167,5.90.
Report of
oonvletlorl4.
eto.. to
RegLe.tror

122.-(1) It is the duty of the clerk or registrar of the
court, or of the court where there is no clerk or registrar, to
forward to the Registrar a certified copy or certificate in the
form prescribed by the Registrar of,
(a) every judgment that has become final by affirmation

upon appeal or by expiry of the time allowed for
taking an appeal and is unsatisfied; and
(b) every order committing for trial and every conviction,

to which this Part applies, fifteen days after the judgment
becomes final or forthwith upon the making of the order or
conviction, as the case may be, and every such certified copy
or certificate is prima facie evidence of the judgment, order or
conviction.
(2) The clerk or official required to send a certified copy or
certificate of a judgmcnt is cntitled to a fee of $1 for each
certified copy or certificate, which fee shall be paid by the
person for whose benefit the judgmcnt is issued.
NQtlnca.tlon

in case of
non·
Tll!Ildonta

AbBtmct or

operating

reoord

(3) If the defendant is not resident in Ontario, it is the
duty of the Registrar to transmit to the registrar of motor
vehicles or other officer or officers, if any, in chargt of the
registration of motor vehicles and the licensing of operators in
the province or state in which the defendant resides a certificate of the order, judgment or conviction. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, s. 91.
123.-(1) The Registrar shall, upon requcst, furnish to
any insurer, surety or other person a certified abstract oC the
operating record of any person subject to the provisions oC
this Part, which abstract shall fully designate tht motor
vehicles, if any, registered in the name of such person, and the
record of any conviction of such person Cor a contravention oC
an}' provision of any statute relating to the operation oC motor
vehicles, or any judgment against such person Cor any injury
or damage caused by such person, according to the records of
the Registrar, and, if there is no record of any such conviction
or judgment in the office of the Registrar, the Registrar shall
so certify, and the Registrar shall collect as a fee Cor each such

Sec. 126 (1)
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RS.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 92 (1);

(2) The Registrar. upon written request, shall furnish any ~r~~'tu,.lli~
person who may have been injured in person or property by ~r~'lahoo
any motor vehicle with all information of record in his office
pertaining to the proof of financial responsibility of any owner
or driver of any motor vehicle furnished pursuant to this Part.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, ,. 92 (2).

124.-(1) Any owner or driver whose permit or licence has ::-:~frIl.°:d
been suspended as herein provided, or whose policy of insur- ~l~~ll<lenoe
ance or surety bond has been cancelled or terminated as suspended
herein provided, or who neglects to furnish additional proof of
financial responsibility upon the request of the Registrar as
herein provided, shal1 immediately return to the Registrar
his driver's licence, his motor vehicle permit or permits, and
all licence plates issued thereunder.
(2) If any such person fails to return his licence, permits ~rill~ may
and plates as provided herein, the Registrar may direct anY~~on
police officer to secure possession thereof and return them to
the office of the Registrar.

(3) Every person failing to return his licence, permits and Pena.lty
plates when so required, or refusing to deliver the same when
requested to do so by the police officer, is liable to a fine of
not less than $10 and not morc than $100 for each offence.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 93.

125. If an owner's permit has been suspended under this iu':'~~~';J(
Part, the permit shall not be transferred nor thc motor permIt
vehicle in respect of which the permit was issued registered
in any other name until the Minister is satisfied that the
transfer or registration is proposed in good faith and not for
the purpose, or with the cffect, of defeating the purposes of
this Part. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 94.
126.-(1) The Minister may waivc the requirement of fil- R~~c:'AI~
ing proof of financial responsibility or may cancel any bond or ~~rlt~(
return any certificate of insurance, or the Treasurer may,
at the request of the Minister, return any money or securities
deposited pursuant to this Part as proof of finaneial.esponsibility at any time after two years f.om the date upon which
such proof was required to be given, provided that the owner
or driver on whose behalf such proof was given has not, during
such period, or any two-year period immediately p.cceding
the request, been convicted of any offence mentioned in section 111, and provided that no action for damages is pending
and no judgment is outstanding alld un$..'ltisfied in rcspect of
personal injury or damage to property resulling from the
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operation of a motor vehicle, and a statutory declaration of
the applicant under this section is sufficient evidence of the
facts in thc absence of evidence to the contrary in the records
of the Registrnr.
Sutletltu-

Uonor

MCUrlty

(2) The l\'linister may direct the return of any bond, money
or securities to the person who furnished the same, upon the
acceptance and substitution of other adequate proof of financial responsibility pursuant to this Part. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167.
,.95 (1, 2).

RlIturn of

(3) The l\'linister may direct the return of any bond, money
when motor or securities deposited under this Part to the person who fur... blcle II
nished the same at any time upon the surrender of the last
~"
owner's permit or driver's licence issued to such person, jf no
written notice has been received by the Registrar of any action
brought against such person in respect of the ownership, main·
tenance or opcration o( a motor vehicle, and upon the filing
by such person with the Registrar of a statutory declaration
that such person no longer resides in Ontario, or that such
person had made a bonafuk sale of any and all motor vehicles
owned by him, naming the purchaser thereof, and that he does
not intend to own or operate a motor vehicle in Ontario within
a period of one or more years. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 95 (3);
1953, c. 46, ,.18 (1).

ICCUrity

Return of

MCUrity

on

death

~l~or
1\.8.0. 1960,
0.

190

(4) In the event of the death of the person on whose behalf
any bond, moneys or securities were deposited under this Part.
the Minister may direct the return of such bond, moneys or
securities. 1953, c. 46, s. 18 (2).
127.-(1) A mOtor vehicle liability policy referred to in
this Part shall be in the form prescribed by The Insurlma Aa
and approved thereunder by the Superintendent of Insurance
for the purposes of this Part.

(2) An insurer that has issued a motor vehicle liability
policy shall, as and when the insured may request, deliver to
him for filing or file direct with the Registrar a certificate for
the purposes of this Part.
CerUncate

(3) A ccrtificate filed with the Registrar (or the purposes
of this Part shall be dcemed to be a conclusive admission by
the insurer that a policy has been issued in the form prescribed
by subsection 1 and in accordance with the terms of the certificate.
NOtiOll or
(4) Every insurer shall notify the Registrar of the cancanOllU.Uon
cellation
or expiry of any motor vehicle liability policy for
lneu,.nOll
which a certificate has been issued to the Registrar under this
Part, at least tcn days before the effective date of the cancellation or expiry, and, in the absence of such notice of cancellation or expiry, the policy remains in full force and effect.
oonolullvlI

.,
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(5) Where a person, who is not a resident of Ontario, is a i'~f~C:n~
{X"\rty to an action for damages arising out of a motor vehicle ~oVn~lvlng
accident in Ontario for which indemnity is provided by a realdenl$
motor vehicle liability policy, tlte insurer named in the policy
shall, as soon as it has knowledge of the action from any source,
and whether or not liability under the policy is admitted,
notify the Registrar in writing, specifying the date and place
of the accident and the names and addresses of the parties
to the action and of the insurer, which notification shall be
open to inspection by parties to tile action.
(6) Notwithstanding anything in this Part, the Registrar ~~wr~~r,
may decline to accept as proof of financial responsibility the
certificates of any insurer that fails to comply with subsection 5. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 96.

PART XlII
UNSATISFIED JUDGMENT FUND

128.-(1) Upon the issue or renewal of a chauffeur's }'Unda.:~:td
licence or operator's licence. there is payable to the Minister Fund
by the person to whom the licence or renewal is issued, in
addition to the fee prescribed for the licence or renewal,
such further fee, referred to in this section as the Unsatisfied
Judgment Fund fee, as the Lieutenant Governor in Council
may prescribe and the Unsatisfied Judgment Fund fees constitute a fund to be known as the Unsatisfied Judgment Fund.
R.S.O. 1950. c. 167. ,. 97 (1).
(2) The Lieutenant Governor in Council, having regard ~t"7~~nt
to the condition of the Fund and the amount paid out of the
Fund during any period, may.
(a) prescribe such Unsatisfied Judgment Fund fee not
exceeding S~ as he may deem adequate; or

(b) suspend payment of the Unsatisfied Judgment Fund
fee for such period as he may prescribe; or
(c) direct payment out of the Consolidated Revenue
Fund of such an amount as may be deemed necessary
or advisable to subsidize the Fund. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, s. 97 (2); 1953, c. 46, s. 19.

(3) Unless the owner of a motor vehicle,
.
Fee to be
(al satIsfies the Registrar that the motor vehicle is in- paid bYed
sured under a motor vehicle liability policy in a form ~~I::~ron
prescribed by The Insurance Act and approved t:~~r:r of
thereunder by the Superintendent of Insurance for ~~6~ 1900.
not less than the amounts prescribed under clauses o. 190
a and b of section 117; or
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(b) has given a bond as required by clause b of subsection 1 of section 118; or

has deposited with the Treasurer of Ontario a sum
of money or securities for money as required by
clause c of subsection 1 of section 118; or
(d) has deposited proof of financial responsibility in a
form and in an amount satisfactory to the Minister
under subsection 3 of section 118; or
(e) is a government or other body or person exempt
from paying registration fees under the regulations
0',3 municipality,

(e)

upon the issuance or transfer of a permit for the motor vehicle
there shall be paid to the Minister by the person to whom the
permit or transfer is issued, in addition to any other fee, a
further fee of $5 or such other fee as may he prescribed by
the Lieutenant Governor in Council which shall be paid into
and form part of the Unsatisfied Judgment Fund. 1958,
c. 36, s. 21.
AppJl(lntlon

tor payment

129.-(1) Subject to section 130, where a person recovers
in any court in Ontario a judgment for damages on account
of injury to or the death of any person or damage to property
occasioned in Ontario by a motor vehicle owned or operated
by the judgment debtor within Ontario, upon the determination of all proceedings including appeals, he may apply for
and the Minister shall pay to him the amount of the judgment or of the unsatisfied portion thereof out of the Fund
upon the depo!:it with the Minister of an affidavit of the judg·
ment creditor in the form prescribed by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

Determina-

(2) Where an application to the Minister is made under
subsection I, the Minister may at any time within thirty
days of the receipt of such application apply by way of orig.
inating notice to a judge of the Supreme Court for a finding
or determination with respect to any matter in connection
with the application for payment out of the Fund.

out otFund

tion ra

appllcatlon
by Judee

All persons
reasonably
liable to be
sued

tff~~~;':~JUI

(3) The Minister shall not pay any amount out of the
Fund in respect of a judgment unless the judgment was given
in an action brought against all persons against whom the
applicant might reasonably be considered as having a cause
of action in respect of the damages in question and prosecuted
against every such person to judgment or dismissal.

(4) No application shall be made by or on behalf of an
insurer in respect of any amOUflt paid or payable by the insurer by reason of the existence of a policy of automobile
:'-·~9~· 1060, insurance within the meanin~ of Th~ lnsuranc~ Act and no

prohibited
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part of the amount sought to be paid out of the Fund shall
be sought in lieu of making a claim or receiving a payment
that is payable by reason of the existence of a policy of

automobile insurance within the meaning of The Insurance
Ad and no part of the amount so sought shall be sought for
payment to an insurer to reimburse or otherwise indemnify
the insurer in respect of any amount paid or payable by the
insurer by reason of the existence of a policy of automobile
insurance within the meaning of The Insurance Act. 1958.
c. 36,s. 22 (1).
(5) The Minister shall not payout of the Fund,

Amount Qr
paymenu
from Fund

(0) more than $10,000, exclusive of costs, on account of
injury to or the death of one person, and subject to
such limit for anyone person so injured or killed, not

more than $20,000, exclusive of costs, on account of
injury to or the death of two or more persons in any
one accident; and
(b) not more than $2,000, exclusive of costs, for damage

to property resulting from anyone accident;
provided that, where any amount is recovered from any other
source in partial discharge of the judgment debt, the maximum
amount prescribed in this section shall be reduced by the
amount so paid and any amount paid out of the Fund in excess
of the amount authorized by this section may be recovered
by action brought by the Minister. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
s. 98 (5); 1951, c. 44, s. 20 (2, 3); [958, c. 36, s. 22 (2).
(6) The Minister shall not payout of the Fund any amount
for interest on a judgment or interest on costs.

Jaterellt

(7) The Minister shall not payout of the Fund any amount ~r.nentto
in respect of a judgment in favour of a person who ordinarily rSdoate
resides outside of Ontario unless such person resides in a
jurisdiction in which recourse of a substantially similar character to that provided by this Part is afforded to residents
of Ontario. 1953, c. 46, s. 20 (4).
(8) The Minister shall not payout of the Fund costs of C~ta
more than actual disbursements and fees as taxed on a party
and party basis. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 98 (6); 1958, c. 36,
s. 22 (3).
(9) Where, by reason of an action having been maintained
in part by an insurer, an application under this section is for
payment out of the Fund of only part of the amount of the
judgment obtained in the action, the Minister shall nOt pay
out of the Fund more than that part of the party and party
costs of the action that beal'"S the same proportion to the
whole of such costs as the pact of the judgment to be paid

Idom
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out of the Fund bears to the total amount of the jlldgment.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 167, ,.98 (7); 1958, c. 36, ,. 22 (4).
~lcltor'8

(10) Where a solicitor has completed the affidavit referred
to in subsection 1 and the assignment of judgment and has
issued execution and filed it with the sheriff, he is entitled to
a fce of $30 out of the Fund, and such fee includes disbursements. 1958, c. 36, s. 22 (5).

mr:ii~~rn or

(11) If the Minister is satisfied that it
issue and file execution as required under
may waive such requirements and in such
is entitled to the fcc under subsection to.

~o/~n~tr:rl!;
fe{l

:?ti~tlon

is not feasible to
subsection la, he
case the solicitor
1959, c. 43, s. 10.

130.-(1) Section 129 does not apply in the case of a judgment that has been signed in an action in which,
(a) the defendant did not enter an appearance; or

(b) the defendant did not file a statement of defence; or

the defendant did not appear in person or by counsel
at the trial i or
(d) judgment was signed upon the consent or with the
agreement of the defendant,
(c)

unless the Minister has been given notice of such failure,
consent or agreement and has been afforded an opportunity
to take such action as hc may dcem advisable under subsection 2. R.S.O. 1950, c. t67, s. 99 (t).
~1Irnbla~~r

(2) Where the Minister receives notice under subsection 1,
hc may, if he deems it advisable, enter an appearance, file a
defence, appear by counsel at the trial or take such other
action as he may deem appropriate on behalf and in the name
of the defendatlt, and may thereupon, on behalf and in the
name of thc defendant, conduct his defence, and may, where
he deems it advisable to do so, consent to judgment in such
amount as he may deem proper in all the circumstances, and
all acts done in accordance therewith shall be deemed to be
the acts of such defcndant. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 99 (2);
195J,c. 46, s. 21.

~~~ng

(3) Where pleadings have bcen noted closed, the Minister
may, upon giving notice to the registrar, local registrar or
clerk of the court that he intends to defcnd the action on behalf
and in the name of the defendant, re·opcn the pleadings upon
praecipe. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 99 (3).

~n~~~~~~\
131.-(1) The Minister shall not pay from the Fund any
to Mlnletor sum under section 129 until the judgment creditor assigns the
judgment to him. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 100 (1); 1958,

c. 36, s. 23.

Sec. 134 (1)
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(2) Upon lodging a copy of the assignment of judgment. ~fthg~~rt
certified by the Registrar of Motor Vehicles to be a true copy,
with the registrar, local registrar or clerk, as the case may be,
of the court in which the judgment was obtained, the Minister
shall, to the extent of the amount of the assignment. be
deemed to be the judgment creditor.
(3) Where execution is issued in the name of the judgment ~~~~~~llr
creditor and a copy of the assignment of judgment certified
as prescribed in subsection 2 is IOOged with the sheriff having
the writ of execution, the provisions of subsection 2 apply
mutatis mutandis. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 100 (2, 3).

132. Subject to section 133, where the chauffeur's licence fi~~':~IB
or operator's licence of any person, or the owner's pennit of a ~rWci'e~~n
motor vehicle registered in his name, has been suspended or
cancelled under this Act, and the Minister has paid out of the
Fund any amount in or towards satisfaction of a judgment or
costs, or both, obtained against that person, the cancellation
or suspension shall not be removed, nor the licence or permit
restored, nor shall any new licence or permit be issued to such
person until he has,
(a) repaid in full to the Fund the amount paid out; and
(b) filed proof of his financial responsibility as required

byPartXII.

RS.O.19S0,c, 167,s.101; 1955,c. 29,

s. 12; 1958, c. 36, s. 24.
133.-(1) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may ~(~~~~~~
make regulations providing for the restoration of the drivers' ~::'~~:~t
licences and owners' permits of persons indebted to the Fund
who are making repayment to the Fund in instalments.
(2) The regulations' shall prescribe the classes of cases to ~~~~~~t
which they apply, and shall provide for the manner of dcter- ~rt1o:nt'o
mining the amount, of the instalment payments, the time and re8,,',orntlm
· .
. 1 d'
0
cone.
pace
1
0 f payment, an d t he terms an d con d ,tlons, me u Illg
proof of financial responsibility, of the restoration of the
licences and permits.
(3) Upon default of ten days duration occurring in the ~UU:~~~lon
making of any such payment, all drivers' licences and owners'
pennits held by the person in default shall be deemed to bc
suspended. 1955, c. 29, s. 13.

134.-(1) Where the death of or personal injury to any ~::t7;;y
person is occasioned in Ontario by a motor vehicle but the ~;:~l~
identity of the motor vehicle and of the driver and oWllcr estab116bed
thereof cannot be established, any person who would have a
cause of action against the owner or driver in respect of such
death or personal injury may, upon notice to the Registrar of
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Motor Vehicles, apply by way of originating notice, provided
he has within ten months of the occurrence given notice in
writing of his claim, with particulars thereof, to the Registrar,
(0) to a judge or local judge of the Supreme Court for
an order pennitting him to bring an action against
the Registrar in the Supreme Court; or
(b) to a judge of a county or district courl for an oroer
pennitting him to bring an action against the Regis-

trar in such court or in a division court of the same
county or district. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 102 (1);
1958, c. 36, s. 25.
Order rOt
action
ap.lru;t
ncptrar

(2) No such order permitting the applicant to bring an
action against the Registrar shall be made unless the judge
is satisfied,
(0) that the applicant would have a cause of action

against the owner or driver of the motor vehicle
in respect of the death or personal injury occasioned
by the motor vehicle;
(b) that all reasonable efforts have been made to ascer·

tain the identity of the motor vehicle and of the
owner and driver thereof;
(c)

R.B.O. 1960,
0.

190

that the identity of the motor vehicle and the owner
and driver thereof cannot be established; and

(d) that the application is not made by or on b-..haIf of
an insurer in respect of any amount paid or payable
by reason of the existence of a policy of automobile
insurance within the meaning of The ItlSUrana Act
and that no part of the amount sought to be recov·
ered in the intended action is sought in lieu of making
a claim or receiving a payment that is payable by
reason of the existence of a policy of automobile
insurance within the meaning of The Insurance Act
and that no part of the amount so sought will be
paid to an insurer to reimburse or otherwise in·
demnily the insurer in respect of any amount paid
or payable by it by reason of the existence of a policy
of automobile insurance within the meaning of Tlu

InsuranceAct;
provided that the order of such judge is not binding upon the
trial judge with respect to the matters enumerated in clauses
a. b, c and d and does not preclude him from making a finding
inconsistent therewith. 1959. c. 43. s. 11.
\Vb....

own.r

known

(3) Where the death or personal injury is occasioned at a
time when the motor vehicle is without the owner's consent in
the possession of some person other than the owner or his

Sec. 138 (2)
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chauffeur, the application shall be disposed of in the same
manner as though the identity of the owner had not been
established. R.S.O. 1950,c. 167,s. 102 (3).
l31'S. No action may be brought against the Registrar by ~;t~~':t~
or on behalf of any person who ordinarily resides outside of rooldanls
Ontario unless such person resides in a jurisdiction in which
recourse of a substantially similar character to that provided
by this Part is afforded to residents of Ontario. 1954, c. 35,
..II (1). .

. 136.-(1) Where an action in respect of the death of or :'~c:'ftlonto
personal injury to any person occasioned in Ontario by a motor
vehicle has been dismissed and the judge in dismissing such
action has stated in writing that such death or personal injury
was occasioned by a motor vehicle,
(a) the identity of which and of the owner and driver of
which has not been establishcd; or
(b) at a time when such motor vehicle was without the
consent of the owner in the possession of some person
. other than the owner or his chauffcur and the identity
of the driver has not been established,

the provisions of section 134 shaH be available for a period of
three months from the date of such dismissal, notwithstanding
the provisions of section 147.
(2) Where, pursuant to subse(tioll 1, an application is made ~~rred
under section 134, the applicant is not, by reason of sub·
section .1, relieved of establishing proof of any of the matters set out in subsection 2 of section 134. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, s. 103.

137.-(1) In an action brought under section 134, the }i:i1~trar
Registrar shall for all purposes of the action be deemed to be ~:1~~~nt
the defendan t.
.
(2) The Registra~ may deny generally the allegations con· ~oo~:?1
tained in the statemcnt of claim and shall not be required to
set forth the facts upon which he relies. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
s.I04.
138.-(1) Where an action has bcen commcnced in respect t:fd~cat[on
of the death of or injury to any person occasioned in Ontario ~~Cfe~~~ritU
by a motor vehiclc, an application may be made by the plaintiff to add the Registrar as a defcndant and thc provisions
of sections 134 and 137 apply mutatis mutandis.
(2) This section shall be deemed not to derogate from the ~;~:ir~t~
right of any party to an action to add or join any person as a
party to thc action in accordance with the practice of the court
in which the action is pending. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 105.
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Judl>ment
obtalnlld
against
Regllltrar

130.-(1) Where judgment is obtained against the Registrar in an action brought under section 134 upon the determination of all proceedings including appeals, the Minister
may. subject to subsection 2, payout of the Fund to the
plaintiff in the action the amount thereof. R.S.O. 1950.
c. 167, ,.107 (1).

Amount or
payment

(2) The Minister shall not payout of the Fund under any
judgment, more than $10,000, exclusive of costs, on account of
injury to or the death of one person, and subject to such
limit for anyone person so injured or killed, not more than
$20,000, exclusive of costs, on account of injury to or the death
of two or more persons in anyone accidcnt. R.S.D. 1950,
c. 167, s. 107 (2); 1957, c. 44, s. 21-

Costa

(3) The Ministcr shall not payout of the Fund, costs,
including costs of the application made under section 134, of
more than actual disbursemen ts and fees as taxed on a party
and party basis. H..S.D. 1950, c. 167, s. 107 (3).

Interest

(4) The Minister shull not payout of the Fund ally amount
for interest on a judgment or interest on costs. 1954, c. 35,
,.13 (1).

Order or

140.-(1) Where judgment has been obtained against
the Registrar in an action brought ullder section 134, the
Registrar may at any time thereafter, by originating notice,
apply,

olltorFund

Supreme
Court .....

to owner

or drlvor
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(a) where judgment has been obtained in the Supreme

Court, to a judge or local judge thereof;
(b) where judgment has been obt<1.ined in a county or

district court, to a judge thereof; and
(c)

where judgment has been obtained in a division court
of a county or district, to a judge of the county or
district court of the county or district,

for an order declaring that any person was, at the time of the
accident, the owner or drivcr of the motor vehicle that occasioned the death or injury in rcspect of which the judgment
was obtained.
Owner or
drlver

d(l(onda.nt

In aotlon

(2) Upon the making of an order declaring that any person
was the owner or driver of a motor vehicle,
(a) such person shan for the purposes of this Act be

deemed to be the defendant in the action in which
judgment was given against the Registrar, and the
judgment against the Registrar shall be decmed to be
a judgment against such person; and

Sec. 143 (1)
(b)
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the Minister shall be deemed to have a judgment
against such person for the amount of all moneys
paid out of the Fund in respect of the judgment and
accordingly has all the rights of a judgment creditor
including the right to recover any moneys that
would have been payable in respect of the death or
injury under any policy of insurance that was in
force at the time of the accident.

(3) Where the death or injury was occasioned at a time ~~~~7
when the motor vehicle was without the owner's consent in known
the possession of some person other than the owner or his
chauffeur, the application shall be disposed of in the same
manner as though the identity of the owner had not been
established. R.S.O. 1950,c. 167,s.108.
141.-(1) No moneys shall be paid out of the Fund under :~Jtliio
or in respect of an order or judgment until the bill or bills of ~J~l~
costs of the barrister or solicitor acting or who acted for the
applicant in the application 0;" action that resulted in the
order or judgment, as taxed on a solicitor and client basis, is
filed with the Minister.

(2) No amount shall be charged or received either directly ~:lted
or indirectly for legal services in connection with any applica- to ~J:ed
cion or action referred to in subsection lather than the ooa
amounts as taxed on a solicitor and client basis in the bill or
bills of costs. 1951, c. 34, s. 10.
(3) No order is required to tax such a bill.

1953, c. 46, s. 22. ~~u~~~r

142. The practice and procedure of the Supreme Court :~;~~r:nd
or the court in which the application or action is brought,
including the right of appeal and the practice and procedure
relating to appeals, apply to an application or action brought
under this Part. R.,S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 109.

PART XIV
RECORDS AND REl'ORTING OF ACCIDENTS AND CONVICTIONS

143.-(1) Every person in charge of a motor vehicle who ~~~to
is directly or indirectly involved in an accident shall, if the nccidont
accident results in personal injuries, or in d:\mage to property
apparently exceeding $100, report the accident forthwith to
the nearest provincial or municipal police officer, and furnish
him with such information or written statement concerning the
accident as may be required by the ofIicer or by the Registrar.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 110 (1) j 1954, c. 35, s. 14.
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Where

(2) Where such person is physically incapable of making a
report and there is another occupant of the motor vehicle, such
occupant shall make the report. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 110
(1,2).

"'~. to
unable
~",rl

Duty of

poUoe

otlloor

Rea-llItrar

may reQuire

additional

Information

RePOrtII and
e""t.em"ntol
without
prejudice
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(3) A police officer receiving a report of an accklent, as
required by this section, shall secure from the person making
the report. or by other inquiries where necessary, such particulars of the accident, the persons involved, the extent of the
personal injuries or property damage, if any, and such other
information as may be necessary to complete a written report
concerning the accident and shall forward such report to the
Registrar within ten days of the accident. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 167, s. 110 (3); 1960, c. 45, s. 20.
(4) The Registrar may require any person involved in' an
accident, or having knowledge of an accident, the parties
thereto, or any personal injuries or property damage resulting
therefrom, to furnish, and any police officer to secure, such
additional information and make such supplementary reports
of the accident as he may deem necessary to complete his
records, and to establish, as far as possible, the causes of the
accident, the persons responsible, and the extent of the personal injuries and property damage, if any, resulting there·
from.
(5) Any written reports or statements made or furnished
under this section are without prejudice, are for the information of the Registrar, and shall not be open to public inspec.
tion, and the fact that such reports and statements have been
so made or furnished is admissible in evidence solely to prove
compliance with this section, and no such reports Qr state·
ments, or any parts thereof or statement contained therein,
are admissible in evidence for any other purpose in any trial
arising out of a motor vehicle accident.

Penalty

(6) Every person who fails to report or furnish any informa·
tion or written statement required by this section is liable to
a fine of not less than $10 and not more than $50, and in addition the Minister may suspend his licence or permit. R.S.O.
1950,c.167,s.110(4-6).

Notltlcatlon
of dam.&,!

144.-(1) Every person who, as a result of an accident or
otherwise, operates or drives any vehicle or leads, rides or
drives any animal upon the unpaved portion of any highway
and thereby damages any shrub, tree, pole, light, sign, sod or
other property on the highway shall forthwith report such
damage to a police officer or constable or to the Registrar.

Penalty tor
rallul'$ to

(2) Every person who contravenes any of the provisions of
subsection 1 is liable, for the first offence to a fine of not more
than 510; for the second offence to a fine of not more than $20;

notify of

damsee

Sec. 146 (e) (ii)
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for the third offence to a fine of not more than $30; and for any
subsequent offence to a line of not morc than S50. R.S.O.
1950,c.167,s.111.

145.-(1) Every coroner who investigates. and every ~~~ by
Crown attorney and police officer having knowledge of a fatal
accident in which a motor vehicle is involved, shall secure such
particulars of the accident, the persons involved, and other
information as may be necessary to complete a written report
to the Registrar on the forms prescribed for that purpose,
and shall transmit the report forthwith to the Registrar.
(2) Every provincial or municipal official or employee, ~~n:.1"&
hospital, charitable institution, insurer or other person or an~tjm~
organization shall furnish to the Registrar such reports and co TO
other information relating to motor vehicle accident statistics
and traffic control generally as may be required by the regulations.
(3) The Lieutenant Governor in Council, by regulation, ~~~ibe
may allow any person or organization making reports or allowed
furnishing information under this section such compensation
for so doing as may be deemed proper. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167,
s. 112.

146. The Registrarahall,
(a) prepare and supply to police officers and other per-

~:~~r:~:
.~IY or

sons and organizations blank forms approved by the ~po~t1t
Minister for accident and other reports which shall rOmll
call for such particulars concerning accidents, the
person involved, and the extent of the personal injuries and property damage, if any, resulting therefrom, and such other information as may be required
by the regulationsi

(6) make such investigation of, and call for such wrillen ~::s;lp,

reports concerning, n:otor vehicle accidents, traffic a<':Cldetlta
conditions, and other matters, as he may deem necesand proper, and for that purpose may require
the assistance of any provincial or municipal police
officer;

sary

()
k ecp,
G

keeplne or

record.

(i) a record of all motor vehicle accidents in Ontario, reported to him Or concerning which he
procures information,
(ii) a record of all cOl1victiollS for offences under
this Act or under the provisions of the Criminal ~~:::1<!.1l.)
Cod~ (Canada) relating to driving on highways,
reported to him pursuant to section 152, and of
such other convictions as he may deem proper,
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(iii) a record of all drivers' licences and owntrs' per·
mits issued, suspended, revoked, canctlled or
revived under this Act,

(iv) a record of all unsatisfied judgments rendered
asainst persons holding owners' permits or
drivers' licences under this Act, or non-residents
reported to him pursuant to this Act,
(v) a record of all persons required to show evidence
of financial responsibility pursuant to the provisions of Part XII
I

(vi) an operating record of every chauffeur and
operator, which record shall show all reported
convictions of such chauffeur or operator for a
contravention of any provision of any statute
relating to the operation of motor vehicles, and
all reported unsatisfied judgments against such
person for any injury or damage caused by such
person while operating a motor vehicle and all
accidents in which the records of the Registrnr
indicate such chauffeur or operator has been
involved, and such other information as the
Registrar may deem proper, and
(vii) such other records as he may be dire<:ted to

keep by the Minister;
accldent

and tramo

staUstics

Inllual

report for
Minister

(4) develop adequate unifonn methods of accident and
traffic statistics, and study accident causes and
trends, traffic problems, and regulations;

(e) prepare for the Minister an annual report showing
the results of such reporting, collection, analysis and
study, and embodying his recommendations for the
prevention of motor vehicle accidents and the solution of traffic problems, and such report shall be
printed and published forthwith upon completion.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 113.

PART XV
PR.OCEDURE, ARRESTS AND PENALTIES
Time Umlt
for lnat1·

tutlna civil
Ictlone

147.-(1) Subject to subsections 2 and 3, no action shall
be brought against a person for the recovery of damages
occasioned by a motor vehicle after the expiration of twelve
months from the time when the damages were sustained.

Sec. 151 (I) (b)
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(2) Where death is caused, the action may be brought r:.l=t~~:?
within the time limited by The Fatal AcGidents Act.
death

n.S.O. 1960,

.

. .

.

(3) NotwIthstanding subsectiOns 1 and 2, when an action
is brought within the time limited by this Act for the recovery
of damages occasioned by a motor vehicle and a counterclaim
is made or third party proceedings are instituted by a defend·
ant in respect of damages occasioned in the same accident, the
lapse of time herein limited is not a bar to the counterclaim or
third party proceedings. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 61.

~.1~

Actlon

for

damagElll

148.-(1) Subject to subsection 2, the owner of a motor ~g~{e
vehi~e shall incur the penalties ~rovided for any cont~avention~';;~:~ n~~le

of thIs Act or of any regulation made by the Llcutenant tor Itl
Governor in Councilor of any municipal by-law for regulating pena ell
traffic approved by the Department unless at the time of the
contravention the motor vehicle was in the possession of some
person other .than the owner or his chauffeur without the
owner's consent, and the driver of a motor vehicle not being
the owner shall also incur the penalties provided for any such
contravention. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 49; 1958, c. 36, s. 14 (1).

(2) The owner of a motor vehicle except when he is also the ~.rtn:~l';;~lln
driv:r shall not incur the ~naltie9 pro~ided for any contra· t:rtJ~~~\1'1l6
vention of any of the proVIsions of sections 59 to 87, 91, 94,
99 and 143 or any regulation or by-law made or passed there·
under. 1958, c. 36, s. 14 (2).
140. Every person who contravenes any provision of this ReOOVllry
Act or of the regulations is guilty of an offence and the penal.
ties imposed by or under the authority of this Actare recover·
able under The Summary COIIIMlions Act. R.S.O. 1950, ~·g87· 19~o.
c. 167, s. 62.
150. No penalty or imprisonment is a bar to the recovery :l~~:g~
of damages by thc injured person. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 63. I"<l6Crved

llSl.-(l) Thc fincs collected for offences under this Act :?/~~tlO!l
shall be paid over,
(a) where the offence was committed in a city or town on
any highway e;'{cept a controlled-access highway, to
the city or town;
(b) where thc offence was committed in a village or

township,

(i) on any highway except the King's Highway,
0'

(ii) that has an agreement under subsection 2,
to the village or township; and
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in every other case. to the Department.

(2) The Minister and the council of

any village or township

may enter into agreement upon such terms and conditions as
the Minister deems proper, including the right of the Minister
to terminate the agreement at any time. fOr the payment over
to the village or township of the fines collected for offences
under this Act where the offence was committed on the King's
Highway except a controlled-access highway in the village or
township and where the information and complaint was laid
by a constable of a village or township. 1956, c. 29, s, 13.

Raport on
oonvletlon
to RcalBtrar
1953-64,
0.61 (Can.)

152.-(1) A judge, magistrate or justice of the peace who
makes a conviction under this Act or under any other Act
of the Legislature or the Criminal Code (Canada) involving
the use of a motor vehicle or under a municipal by-law Tegulating tmffic on the highways, except convictions for offences
for standing OT parking, shall fOTthwith certify the conviction
to the Registrar. setting out the name, address and description
of the person convicted, the number of his operator's OT
chauffeur's licence, the number of the permit of the motor
vehicle with which the offence was committed, the time the
offence was committed and the provision of the Act or by-law
"
contravened. 1959,c, 43,s, 9,

Evlden<lO

(2) A copy of any writing, paper or document filed in the
Department pursuant to this Act, or any statement containing
information from the records requiTed to be kept under this
Act, purporting to be cedified by the Registrar under the seal
of the Department, shall be received. in evidence in all courtS
without proof of the seal or signatuTe and is prima jade evidence of the facts contained therein.

~:;~~~~ or

(3) An engraved, lithogTaphed, printed or otherwise me·
chanically reproduced facsimile signature of the RegistraT
is sufficient authentication of any such copy or statement,
1953, c. 46, s. 14.

When owner
may appear
berore
Juetloe or
the peaoe

153.-(1) H an owner of a motor vehicle is served with a
summons to appeaT in a local municipality other than that in
which he resides for an offence against this Act, and his defence
is that neither he nor his motor vehicle was at the place of the
alleged offence at the time such offence occurred, and that the
summons must have been issued against him through an error
of the informant as to the number on the official number plate,
then and in that case only he may appear before a justice of the
peace in the local municipality in which he resides and. in the
same manner as j( he were being tried for an offence against
this Act, give evidence by himself and corroborated by the
evidence of at least two other credible witnesses that neither

Sec. 156 (2)
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he nor his motor vehicle was at the place of the alleged offence
at the time such offence occurred, and that the summons must
have been issued against him through an error of the informant

as to the number on the official number plate.

R.S.O. 1950,

C. 167,5. 66 (1); 1951, c. 34, s. 8.
(2) The justice. if satisfied of the truth of such evidence,
shall forthwith make out a certificate in the form set out in
the Schedule to this Act and forward it by registered mail to
the justice before whom the summons is returnable.

Certlncal.$

(3) The justice before whom the summons is returnable ~1~'3J~~.
shall, upon receiving such certificate, thereupon dismiss the ment
charge unless he has reason to believe that the testimony is
untrue in whole or in part, in which case he may adjourn the
case and again summon the defendant, who shall then be
required to attend before him at the place and time mentioned
in the summons. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 66 (2, 3).

US4. Every person who contravenes any of the provisions :;':nnf\el~i
of this Act or of any regulation where a penalty for the contravention is not otherwise provided for herein is liable, for
the first offence to a fine of not less than $5 and not more than
$50; for the second offence to a fine of not less than SlO and
not more than S100; and for any subsequent offence to a fine
of not less than $20 and not more than $200. 1957, c. 44, s. 13.

lisa. '":'here a penalty is provided in this Act for a first, ~if;f.r~·Tl!t.
second, third or subsequent offence, the words "first", "sec- tt~d'rr
b sequent .. re Iate onI y to 0 ffences com0 enOl!
ond " • "h'
t Ird" or "su
mitted in any twelve-month period; but this does not apply
to offences under the sections referred to in subsection 1 of
section 157. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 71; 1958, c. 36, s. 19.
156.-(1) Every person called upon to assist a constable or :,;r~~ng
officer appointed for' carrying out the provisions of this Act in
the arrest of a person suspected of having committed any
offence mentioned in subsection 2 may assist if he knows that
the person calling on him for assistance is a constable or officer
appointed for carrying out the provisions of this Act, and docs
not know that there are no reasonable grounds for the suspicion.
(2) Every constable or officer appointed for carrying out ~/n~:e by
the provisions of this Act, who, on reasonable and probable ;Z::r~~~
grounds, believes that a contravention of any of the provisions
of subsections 1 and 2 of section 7; subsections 1 and 3 of section 8; subsection 1 of section 9; subsection 1 of section 10;
subsection 2 or 3 of section 25 i section 26, 60, 91 or 100 has
been committed, whether it has been commitled or not, and
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who, on reasonable and probable grounds. believes that any
person has committed such contravention, may arrest such
p(fiOn without warrant whether such person is guilty or not.
(3) Every person may arrest without warrant any person
whom he finds committing any such contravention.
Det.a1n1nc

vehicle
wilen arTlllIt
.. made

HliS3.~,

c. 61

(Can.)

(4) A constable or officer appointed for carrying out the
provisions of this Act, making an arrest without warrant,
may detain the motor vehicle with which the offence \Vas committed until the final disposition of any prosecution under this
Act or under the Criminal Cotk (Canada), but the motor
vehicle may be released on security for its production being

given to the satisfaction of a justice of the peace or a magistrate.
CRill and

.to....&

charte'

~':3~' H160,
Duty or
"'~.
alTlllltlng
wIthout
warrant

ImpoundIng motor
ytlhlcle

(5) All costs and charges for the care and storage of a motor
vehicle detained under subsection 4 are a lien upon the motor
vehicle, which may be enforced in the manner provided by
section 48 of The Mechauus' Lien Act.
(6) A constable or officer appointed for carrying out the
provisions of this Act, making an arrest without warrant,
shall, with reasonable diligence, take the person arrested before
a justice of the peace or magistrate to be dealt with according
to law. R.S.O.1950,c.167,5.58.
157.-(1) ]n the event of,
(0) a conviction under section 25 or 26 of this Act or

section 222 or subsection 3 of section 225 of the
Criminal COtk (Canada); or

19"-1\.4.
C.!o1 (Can.)

(b) a second conviction under subsection 2 of section
221 of the Criminal COtk (Canada); or
(c)

_.,

or third
oon..lctlon

a third conviction under section 6, 13, 16, 18, 60 or
91, orany of them,

the motor vehicle driven by or under the care or control of the
person convicted at the time of the commission of the offence
or last offence, as the case may be, shall be seized, impounded
and taken into custody of the law for a period of three months,
provided the motor vehicle was at such time owned by or
registered in the name of stich person, or owned by or registered
in the name of the husband, wife, parent or dependent child
of such person. R.S.O. 1950, c. 167, s. 59 (1); 1955, c. 29,
s. It; 1959, c. 43, s. 8.
(2) Where there is a conviction under the section mentioned
in clause b of subsection 1 and a previous conviction under a
section mentioned in clause II of subsection 1. such first-mentioned conviction shall be deemed a second conviction, and,

Sec. 157 (6)
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where there is a conviction under a section mentioned in
clause c of subsection 1 and a previous conviction or two pre·
vious convictions under a section or sections mentioned in

clause a or b of subsection 1, such first-mentioned conviction
shall be deemed to be a second or third conviction, as the case
may be.
(3) Where a person pleads guilty to any of the offences ~~llri~'
mentioned in subsection 1, the provisions of subsection 1 do ~~~~~tl~~n
not apply unless the person has been given notice,
~~=~In
(a) by a printed or written statement upon or accompanying the summons;or
(b)

by the magistrate or judge verbally before accepting
the plea,

in the following form or to the like effect:
"The Highway Traffic Act provides that upon convieti01~
of the offence with which you are charged, in the circumstances indicated therein, the motor vehicle which
was driven by you or under your care or control at
the time of the commission of the offence shan be
seized, impounded and taken into the cuskJdy of the
law" .

(4) All costs and charges for the care and storage of the ~bo:::~nr~r
motor vehicle are a lien upon the motor vehicle. which may ~~~~~d
be enforced in the manner provided by section 48 of The n.s.o. 19/.10.
Mechanics' Lien Act.
0.233
(5) If the person so convicted or the owner gives sufficient ~~r~o~~
security to the convicting magistrate or justice of the peace, ~e~~\iy
by bond. recognizance, or otherwise, that the motor vehicle OWn<lr
shalt not be operated upon a highway during such period of
three months. the same may be delivered to the person so
convicted or the ov.:ner thereof, and, if the motor vehicle is
operated upon a highway during such period, it shall be
deemed to be operated without a permit.
(6) A const.....ble or an officer appointed for carrying out the ~ebh~~~on~d
provisions of this Act, upon the discovery of a motor vehicle
apparently abandoned on or near a highway or of a motor
vehicle without proper registration plates, shall take the motor
vehicle into his custody and may cause it to be taken to and
stored in a suitable place and all costs and charges for removal, care or storage thereof are a lien upon the motor
vehicle, which may be enforced in the manner provided by
section 48 of The Mechanics' Lien Act. R.$.O. 1950, c. 167,
,.59 (2-6).
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Impound-

158. If a person to whom section 157 applies enters an
appeal against his conviction and there is filed with the convicting magistrate sufficient security for the production of
the motor vehicle if the appeal should fail, section 157 does not
apply unless the conviction is sustained on appeal. 1957,
c. 44. s. 14, pari,
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SCHEDULE
(Sution 16!J (I»
CEkTlFlCATE OF JUSTICE

I,

(nam~

of JUS/Kill, a Justice of lhe Peace in and for the county of

. hereby certify:
1. That (name ofdefendant), of the

.

of. . . . . .

. .. ill the county of ....
(tX:cupation), this day appeared before me and produced to me a summons

issued by (name of Justice issuing summons), a Justice of the Peace ill and
for the county of...
.
, for an offence against T~
Highway rrajJu Act, said to have betn committed with respect to a car
bearing the official number plate number.

.

for this year,

the offence being alleged to have been committed on the .

of.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . in the county of

~~..........

.

~yof.

.

.

.

2. That the (_".,,, oj defend<mJ) h:ls depooed before me that neither

he nor his motor vehicle was at such place on the..
day of.
. ...........• 19.
. ". and that the summons must have
been issued against him through all error of the informant as to the number
on the official number plate. and his testimony in this respect has been
corrobomted by the testimony of two credible witnesses. namely (here
inurl the namu oftwo wiJnl':$ses).

3. The depositions of the defendant and of the witnesses referred to in
paragraph 2 of this certificate are attached hereto.
4. That I am satisfied of the truth of the testimony given before me
this day by (name of deftndanl and Iw, witnessu), and give this certificate
in pursuance of subsection 2 of 5CCtion 153 of The Highway TraJM Act.
Dated at.

........ this

.

. ... day of

. ., HI.
................ J.P.

(NOTE.-Altach tkposilions of tkfendanl and witnesses 10 Ihis ce1tijirok.)

R.S.a. 1950, c. 167, Schcd.

